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THE WARD-BELMONT SCHOOL
EllARD-BELMONT makes no statement which sheis not prepared to make real to the earnest,painstaking student. Her catalogues are pub-. lished to give definite, trustworthy information,
and they embody the same fine principles of sincerity, truth,
and honor which she earnestly attempts to inculcate in her
students.
HISTORICAL SKETCH
Ward-Belmont is a union of Ward Seminary and Bel-
mont College. Ward Seminary was founded in 1865 by
William E. Ward, D,D., and Belmont College was founded
in 1890 by Misses Ida E. Hood and Susan L. Heron. In
June, 1913, the two schools were united on the Belmont
campus under the charter name, "The Ward-Belmont
School." Ward-Belmont is not forgetful of her past; she
honors her founders, she reveres the two parent schools, and
points with pride to that long line of graduates and stu-
dents who have gone out into life's service, and whose happy
memories and genuine affection for the old schools now bind
them to the new.
A record of long service in a national field constitutes
the richest heritage and the real asset with which Ward-
Belmont pursues her new and larger life.
NASHVILLE AND ITS ATTRACTIONS
Nashville has an enviable record as an historical, educa-
tional, and cultural center.
The chosen location of great universities, professional
schools, colleges, and preparatory schools, Nashville has
established a far-famed reputation as a center of learn-
ing. Ward Seminary and Belmont, through their long and
honored careers, have contributed much toward winning
for the city of Nashville her merited title of "The Athens
of the South." These two schools, in cooperation with Van-
derbilt University and George Peabody College for Teach-
p~ tMrUlm
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W A R D B E L M o N T
ers: have given a distinct charm and atmosphere of cultu
whichmakes this city an ideal home for students. 1'8
. On ~n imposing eminence the State Capitol stands, an
~nterestmgexample of classic architecture. In its grounds
ISthe tomb of President James K. Polk. Located at
trl't'th a cen-a pam m. e Centennial Park is a facsimile of the Par-
th~on, true m every detail. On one of the many beautiful
drives and car lines is Belle Meade, for many years a eel..
bra~ stock farm. Twelve miles from Nashville is the
Hen~lltsge, the home and burial place of Andrew Jackson,
President, statesman, and warrior. Not far from the Ward-
Belmontcampus is the battlefield of Nashville, and near by
st;etches t~e. scene of the battles of Franklin and Stones
River. Wlthm a few hours' ride are Lookout Mountain
and ~am~oth ~ave. Nashville is within easy reach of all
the historical points of Tennessee.
. In addition to the cultural advantages offered by Nash-
:Il~ thr~Ug~ i~ educational and historical interests, an
f:'ortuDltr. ISgiven by the city to hear many of the most
f d uS
h
artists, readers, and lecturers. Nashville thus af-
or s t e means for acquiring a .most liberal culture.
THE CAMPUS
mer~ard-B~mont stands in the beautiful hilltop park for-
and ~ ?~e by Belmont College, and to both the grounds
Th uildings handsomeadditions have recently been madee campus ccntarnr tho .of the be t ' .. d mmg . Irty acres, is surrounded by one
trees ; :s~ ence sections of Nashville. Embowered in
CUltiv:~onso~us: which repre~ent the artistic planting and
mak xty years, this naturally picturesque park
es a campus of unusu I b ty . .movedto give th t . a eau . It IS sufficiently re-
to studious habi~' quiet and se.clusionwhich are conducive
districts and the 'hyeththe railway station, the shopping
, c urc es of all deno . ti .are easily accessibleb . ~ma IOnsm the City
vation in the Vande :I~a~ .The .slte ISon the highest ele-
lege sections,and is ~i~h' mversity ~nd t.he Peabody Col-
m easy walkmg distance of either.
CLIMATE AND HEALTH
The bracing atInosphere d t
die Tennesseemake Nashvi an e~perate climate of Mid-
work. Pupils from ille an Ideal location for school
.. more northern States, as well as those
Page fourteen
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from farther south, find here a school home unexcelled in
physical advantages. The mild weather and the inviting
campus encourage outdoor sports and games, which have
contributed much toward maintaining the phenomenal
health record of the school.
Ward-Belmont realizes just how much the health of its
students depends on physical conditions, and safeguards
their health in every possibleway. The buildings are sani-
tary; the drinking water is filtered, sterilized, cooled. and
is supplied in hygienic fountains throughout the buildings;
a trained and experienced nurse has charge of a well-
ordered infirmary. Though the school has been singularly
free from communicable diseases and has never been visited
by an epidemic of any kind, yet an isolation hospital is
maintained as a guard against such an epidemic. A fur-
ther precaution is the requirement that a certificate of good
health be furnished by every resident student.
Ward-Belmont realizes that in order to reach the best
mental as well as physical results, one must have good,
nourishing food. Especial care is paid, therefore, to the
meals and their preparation. The kitchen and bakery have
the latest improvements in steam cooking, gas and elec-
tric appliances, and cold storage; the dining hall is com-
modious and attractive. The menus .are supervised by a
trained dietitian. A diet table under the supervision of this
dietitian is maintained for those whose health requires it.
In addition to the physical safeguards and the abundant
supply of wholesome, nutritious food, the regular habits and
ordered life of the school, and physical culture scientifically
adapted to the student's individual needs, are potent fac-
tors in promoting the excellent health record of Ward-Bel-
mont.
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
The plan of the buildings is that of a quadrangle with
one open side. On the north side of this square are located
Fidelity, North Front, South Front, and Founders Halls
with the drawing rooms, the auditorium, and the dining
rooms; on the east, two other residence halls, Pembroke and
Heron Hall; and on the south, the Academic Building. In
addition to these there are three residence homes-Leftwich
Lodge, Hudson Cottage, and Rose Cottage. Other buildings
Page fifteen
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on the campus included in the school plant are th .
t· h emu~prac ICe ouse, tea house, green-houses and at te
di ta ' a grea rIS nee from the residence halls the isolation hospital d
the heatmg plant. The buildings are handsome and c~~-
modious, and are models in their adaptation to scho I
~hey are .fitte~ with the most improved methods of ~an~::
bon, heatmg, lighting, ventilation, and fire escapes. .
The Academic Building, in classic colonial architecture
was ~ompl:t~d and equipped in 1914 at a cost of $150,000'
In this building are the large, well-lighted classrooms, th~
hbr~ry, the SCIence laboratories, the expression and art
StUdl~S, an assembly hall, and the administration offices.
The hbrary contains about six thousand volumes. Under
the care of ex~erH:nced attendants, it is open at practically
~IIhours. WIth ItS well-chosen books of reference, with
ItS. readmg tables supplied with standard magazines and
dally p~pers, It IS an mviting spot to the casual reader and
:~:d se,,?us student. This building also contains a white
swimmmg pool, and a gymnasium well equipped with
apparatus, showers, dressing rooms and lockers
I Since the dormitories are enti~elY separat~ from the
~ a~srooms, they have a quiet, homelike atmosphere. The
e~d:nc~ halls are all practically new, freshly furnished
~bl m t
d
eir arrangements meet every demand of comfor:
P
. etmantrefined home life. There are ample sanitary ap-
om en s and bathand He H II ~ on every floor, while in Pembroke
bath be:n ~hs, thlch are arranged in suites, there is a
commod teen Ie wo rooms of each suite. Each room ac-
a es on y two girls d' furni .
b I an IS urmshed WIth a rugureau, table chairs . I . 'ti " smg e Iron beds, and with few excep-
IOns, separate closets All th '
with abundant I' h't e rooms have outside exposure,
sun Ig and fresh air,
Interested par tmont as I en s are requested to visit Ward-Bel-
I on y a personal' tiquate idea of the wav I In,spec IOn can give an ade-
ordered home h b Y m which the COmforts of a well-
well-equipped school, een combined with the essentials of a
HOME LIFE
The President and his family and many of the teachers
live in the residence halls, and their presence as constant
advisers and sympathetic friends contributes much to that
spirit of comradeship and good cheer so evident in the
school. Constant appeal is made for sincere cooperation
on the part of every student in maintaining wholesome
standards of school living on the principle that kindness
and confidence are more efficacious than stringent rules.
Woody Crest was built for a home-a hospitable place
with privacy assured by its surrounding hundred and forty
acres. It was purchased just as it had been occupied, with
the furniture appropriate to a well-appointed home. Its
quiet and beautiful location commanding a view of the hills,
its wide verandas and spacious reception rooms, make it an
ideal country club. There are gardens with masses of roses
and peonies, and sloping lawns shaded with great oaks and
maples surround the house. The farm is large enough to
be of great value in furnishing fresh vegetables, milk and
cream to the school household.
FACULTY
While Ward-Belmont has continual pride in her loca-
tion, buildings, and equipment, yet she is ever conscious of
the fact that the real strength of any school must lie in its
teaching force. Ward-Belmont spares no expense in select-
ing her faculty, and in the various departments are men
and women of the highest ideals who have been educated
in standard colleges and universities of this country and
abroad, and who have had successful experience in the
classroom. In the literary work, in Music, Art, Expres-
sion, Home Economics, and in Physical Education, the same
high standards are upheld. Ward-Belmont believes that
true education is character building, and selects her faculty
with this in mind. That the inspiration from personal
touch between teacher and pupil may be kept constantly
at the maximum, the school maintains the approximate
ratio of one teacher to ten pupils. Ward-Belmont is char-
acterized by cordial friendship and sympathetic interest in
the attitude of the faculty toward the students in all the
activities of the school.
WOODY CREST
Instead of Edenwold th
Belmont, the school h 'b e former country club of Ward-
Crest-a fine old est:s een fortunate in securing Woody
a e more accessible than Edenwold.
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The eJ.fect,therefore, is not one of repression' but f if
restramt: resulting in that character develo~mentOw:ch
comeswith ~ growing sense of obligation. Handsom 1
lors, attractive corridors, inviting rest rooms on eve e hall,
:~ \h:hunusual ~eatur: of a roof garden for recreat~n, ~~
h
s b e care.":'Ithwhich the home comforts and pleasures
ave een anticipated.
SOCIAL CLUBS
Ten clubs with a membership of thirty to fifty eachare
a ~Ie~santfeature of the social life of the school M b
~~~tI~oneof these clubs is expected of every student.
e
;::;
ormally ?nce a week for social, literary or musical
~;~~a:si and m~ormallyat other times for recreation. A
best qu rt~yalty m the clubs develops in the students the
annes, mental and moral as well as social.
II
I
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
The Christian homes all thwhich t d over e land are sources from
our s u ents come Th h . . ..or taught eve . . oug no sectarianism ISlived
the impuise t:.:~;rt IS.m~de~ stimulate and strengthen
Bibl Christian hfe and service. Regular
I e courses form part f th .active Young W ,0. ~ curriculum, and there is an
members of theOI:~en~ Chr~~tIanAssociation in which the
dents Th A .cu.ty cooperate heartily with the stu-
. e ssoctation and th hI"trained and expert d e sc 00 jointly employ a
time to y we. ~nce secretary, who devotes her entire
by memb~rs.~f th 'fWO~k.The Sun~ay School conducted
missionstudy d 'Ie dacu!'y, systematic Bible training and
quent visits bya~{ evotional exercises at chapel, and fre-
agencies by which ~h~astors of t~e city, are among the
inspiring The SPI'it sfChOOIlife IS made wholesome'and
..' n a church I Ity·quirmg each student to t oya IS fostered by re-
Sundaymorning. a tend the church of her choice on
DRESS AND HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
Extravagance and extre .
aged. Every boa,r<1in ~es .in dress are firmly discour-
schooluniform a pI .g ~uP" IS required to have as the
of black. This su.~m taIlored suit, either of dark blue or
I may be purchased before coming to
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Nashville if a patron so desires. A sample of the shade
of blue that is to be used will be furnished on request. As
a part of this uniform are to be worn a white waist, dark
shoes, and a black hat simply trimmed with black ribbon
or velvet, without flowers, feathers, or any color. This
suit must be used for street and church and on all public
occasions. Afternoon and dinner dresses with approxi-
mately high neck and long sleeves are used for evening
wear. No uniform is required during the school day,
but the clothing worn should be simple and suitable for
school use. All boarding pupils are expected to provide
themselves with bath robe, bedroom slippers, laundry bag,
hot-water bag, umbrella, raincoat, overshoes, thick walking
shoes, a comfort, pair of blankets, dresser and washstand
scarfs, and one trunk cover. Trunks must be marked with
full name and home address. All articles to be sent to the
laundry must be clearly marked with the full name of the
pupil. An abundant supply of table napkins, towels, sheets,
pillowcases, and bedspreads is furnished each student at a
charge of ten dollars for the year.
LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
The presence in Nashville of great universities and pro-
fessional schools insures the coming of famous lecturers
and entertainers. Lectures on a great variety of subjects,
free to the student body, are delivered during the year by
men and womenwho are experts on the themes they treat.
Artists of international reputation are frequently brought
to the city by Ward-Belmont and other organizations. In
recent years Ward-Belmont students have heard the follow-
ing, among other notable people:
Lecturers-President Arthur T. Hadley, E. E. Barnard, Leon H.
Vincent, Emil G. Hirsch, Russell H. Conwell, William Hawley Smith,
Lorado Taft, William J. Bryan, President W. H. Taft, President
Woodrow Wilson, United States Senator Luke Lea, Robert E. Speer,
United States Senator W. R. Webb, Dr. Carolyn Geisel, Francis E.
Clark, Bishop W. R. Lambuth, Evangelist J. Wilburn Chapman, Pres-
ident John Franklin Goucher, Bishop W. F. McDowell, Bishop Thomas
F. Gailor, Bishop Eugene R. Rend-rix, President W. H. P. Faunce,
Dan Crawford of Africa, Henry Oldys, Camden M. Coburn (arcbseolo-
gist), Dr. G. Campbell Morgan, Bishop McConnell, Henry Turner
Bailey, Stephen S. Wise, William D. MacClintock, Frank Alvah Par-
sons, Lieutenant Delaroche-Vernet, Captain Pierre Loriot, General Sir
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Walter Lawrence, Monsieur Cestre, Dr. Clarence D. Usshsr, Dr. Wil-
Ham Jay Hudson.
Authors-Hamilton W. Mabie, Richard G. Moulton, John A Wyeth,
Josiah Strong, Felix Adler, George Kennan, Marion Crawford, Newell
Dwight Hillis, Lyman Abbott, Walter H. Page, J. Ward Stinson,
James Whitcomb Riley, Ruth McEnery Stuart, Rabindranath Tagore,
John Trotwood Moore, Elizabeth Fraser.
Readers-Montaville Flowers, Frank C. Elliott, Ida Benfey, Caro,
line Gar-don, Leland Powers, Bertha Kunz Baker, Fred Emerson
Brooks, Eulie Mae Rushmore, Ella Sedgwick Southwick, C. E. W.
Griffith, Carolyn Faye Flanders, Madame Labadie.
Music-Tetrazzini, Melba, Eames, Paderewski, Liebling, SavilIie,
OvideMusin, Clarence Eddy, Royal Italian Band, Metropolitan Grand
Opera Companyin Parsifal, Calve, Kubelik, Leandro Campanari (vic-
linist), Cecil Fanning (baritone), Madame Zimmerman (soprano),
Oscar Seagle (baritone), Leopold Kramer, Francis McMillin, Max
Bendix,Maud Powell,Arthur Hartmann, Fritz Kreisler, Emil Sauret,
Carl Grienauer, Stelndel, Edward Baxter Perry, Leopold Winkler,
Sherwood, Gertrude Peppercorn, Burmeister, Josef Hoffman, Mark
Hambourg, BloomfieldZeisler, Percy Grainger, Augusta. Cotlow, Har-
old Bauer, Carrena, Reisenauer, Godowski, de Pachman, George Ham-
lin, GlennHall, Bonci,Bispham,DeReszke,Muriel Foster, Homer, Schu-
mann-Heink,Mary Garden, Nordica, Sembrich, Gadski, Alice Neilson,
Alma Gluck, Frances Ingram, Christine Miller, Julia Culp, Frederic
Morley, Angelo Cortese (harpist), Ricardo Martin, Jomelli, GerviIle
Reache; the Zoellner String Quartette; Tollefsen Trio; the
Strauss, Victor Herbert, Russian and Minneapolis Symphonies; the
Damrosch Orchestra; the United States Marine Band; the Savage
Ope~a Company, the Aborn Opera Company, the Lombardi Opera
Company, the Boston Grand Opera Company, the New York Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, Spiering, Galli·Curci, John McConnack, Josef
Bonnet, Rudolph Reuter, Edouard Potjes.
EXCURSIONS
Nashville has an interesting historical and geographical
setting. Every year our pupils are given opportunities to
visit the historical places of interest in or near Nashville.
It has been the custom to take a yearly trip to Washington
and to visit en route Lookout Mountain, Natural Bridge,
Luray Caverns, Norfolk, Portsmouth, and Virginia Beach.
Such a trip was taken in 1917 on the occasion of the presi-
dential inauguration; the party visited all the points men-
tioned, including New York and Niagara. An Eastern or
Southe,:" trip is made during the Christmas holidays, when
a SufficIent number of pupils apply for it. In the past we
have had school parties spend the vacation in Europe.
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. t war conditions we can not offer such extensive
~~~~~orOthe immediate future, but they will be resumed as
soon as conditions permit.
NASHVILLE REFERENCES
t f Ward-Belmont may be consulted; andAny pa ron 0 iti f Nash
while we confidently refer inquirers to any CI izen 0 f the
. are formally authorized to say that any on~ 0 •
ville, we ed below will cheerfully answer mquiries :gentlemen nam
I V e D D Pastor First Presbyterian Church.
James . anc, .D·'D Pastor West End Methodist Church.George A. Morgan, . ., .
F rt D.D. Pastor First Baptist Church.
Allen 0 M' , D D Pastor Vine Street Christian Church.Carey E. organ, . .,
E E Cobbs, D.D., Rector Christ Church.
. . R dID D Pastor McKendree Church.T. C. egs a e, .. ,
Rabbi 1. Lewinth!!-l,Vine Street Temple. h
R L b th Methodist Episcopal Church, Sout .
Bishop W. . am u S' d S hool Editor of the M. E. Church,E. B. Chappell, D.D., un ay c
South. D Editor Presbyterian Advance, and Secretary
J. E. Clarke, D.. , esb terian Church, U. S. A.
of the College Board of the Pr ~ . Missions of the Presby-
S. H. Chester, D.D., Secretary oreign
h J the United States. .
terian Churc In . 1 d LL D Vanderbilt University.
Chancellor James H. KIrk anLL D· Geor,ge Peabody College for
President Bruce R. Payne, ..,
Teachers. Theological Department of VanderbiltW. F. Tillett, D.D., Dean
University. V derbilt University.
D H C Tolman, Dean an b
r. . . S t ry Commercial Clu .W. R. Manier, Sr., ecre a
MUSIC. ART, AND EXPRESSION. .. .
. d oung women, It IS impor-
In the education of glrlsb:nm~ntained between Literary
tant that a proper balan~e In this way only can a woman
subjects and the Fine AIts... in the world. The work
d b t for her mission ltdbe prepare es . I A ts is of the highes or er,
of the school in the LIbera d r MUSI'CArt and Expres-··laceon • ,
and equal amphasis IS P F quent music recitals of
sion in all their branche~. I re an appreciation for that
the highest order tend to Ii:;;:O~tudents are always made
which is best m this rich d th kiln and special exhibi-
welcome to the Art StUdIOSani efor the beautiful in color. . to cultivate a ovetions are grven
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and form. In the School of Expression a weekI -
son in Pois.eand Public Speaking is offered to aiI ~:::dlea-
~tud~~tswithout extra charge. Attractive studios mg
mspirmg environmentmake the work of the d and an. d r se epartments
a genUl~~ eight. The teachers represent the best cult
and training of this country and Europe Thevh urer h d' . ey ave estab-IS e an enviable reputation for Ward-Belm t
the distinct centers for the training of youon as oneof
t
thesteesubjects so important in the developme~f o;:~:eti.n
as and temperament. IC
HOME ECONOMICS
The lifting of the homemaker's k t itamo the sci wor 0 I Sproper place
rece~fed:~~:~~~~sr;;o~~rshap~o:: to.ftshemost significant
tic Art are n . s IC cience and Domes-
educationfor ~w rega~ded as. essential in a well-rounded
ment,Ward.Belome~. esponding to this progressive move-
the study of them~n maintains a ~horough department for
class demonstrati~:ei:n~ Its v~rIed problems. A weekly
lesson in House o~estI.c SCIence, or a weekly
students witho htOldtDecoratlOn,IS offered to all boarding
u ex ra charge W'th'tcourses, its attractive '. lIS comprehensive
with its able cor f t and
h
well-eqUIppedlaboratories, and
ps 0 eac ers tho d t .worth hold . ,IS epar ment of practicals an estabhshed Iactivitiesof the school. p ace among the most popular
II
RED CROSS COURSES
Realizingthe pe r . . .
States Bureau of EC;la~.sltuatlOns.of this year, the United
"Classes giving prac~.caIIO.nhas said in one of its letters:
sick should be organi~~~tstruction in home care of the
most recent knowled or a~lwomen students, and the
children should be ge ?lonbcernmgthe care of infants and
h I avai a Ie to the S 's oud be given to di t m. pecial attention
healthand efficienc. ie t~equirements for maintenance of
the household' anr,.~ell.ods of eliminating all waste from
foodsfor thos~whic~n e I~ent use of the more abundant
qualities." are eIther scarce or of better keeping
In order to meet these
offering special ceurses . u;~suaI needs, Ward-Belmont is
m irst Aid and Home Nursing.
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The work is conducted by government nurses and dieti-
tians, and the regular government examinations will be
given. The course will continue throughout the entire ses-
sion and will be divided into three parts-First Aid, Home
Nursing and Elementary Hygiene, and Surgical Dressings.
A strong course in Dietetics is offeredas a part of the regu-
lar work of the Home EconomicsDepartment.
Credit in the regular course will be given on this work.
SECRETARIAL AND BUSINESS COURSES
To meet still further the unusual needs of the present
time, Ward-Belmont is offering special courses in Stenog-
raphy, Typewriting, Bookkeeping, and Secretarial work,
thus giving a thorough insight into the practical funda-
mentals of business,
There is a growing realization that in the future women
must be prepared, not 'only to conduct the business affairs
of the home, but also to share in the leadership of civic
affairs, and in many cases to fill positions of executive
responsibility or to manage their own estates.
PHYSICAL CULTURE AND PLAYGROUND
SUPERVISION
Thorough courses are offered in Physical Education and
in Playground Supervision, subjects which are being em-
phasized to-day as never before in education. The campus
affords opportunity for outdoor games, the gymnasium is
so equipped that exercise may be adapted to the individual
needs of the pupil, and the swimming pool is modern at
every point and free to all resident students. Trained
teachers are in charge of every feature of this department.
The work in Playground Supervision is so planned that
the students enjoy the recreation, and at the same time
grasp the methods by which directed play may be made to
promote health, stimulate the intellect, and lift the moral
tone of any community.
COURSE OF STUDY IN LIBERAL ARTS
Ward-Belmont offers a six-year Classical Course, cor-
responding to the four years of a preparatory school and
the Freshman and Sophomore years of a standard four-
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ye~r college. A student who contemplates entering a col-
tam collegeor university after the completion of the Clas,
sical Courseshould so advise the Dean in advance th t th
bi t hi h ' a esu rec s w IC she takes in Ward-Belmont may be th
required by that institution. ose
The General Course, of equal length, is provided for
the larger number who do not intend to do further colleg
work after graduation from Ward-Belmont. In this cours:
mo~eliberty m choice of subjects is allowed. With certain
limitations, MUSIC,Art, Expression, and Home Economics
may be included and counted toward graduation.
At the end of the first four years of the course, corre-
spending to the high school period, students may receive
either CollegePreparatory Certificate or the High School
Certificate,provided the proper balance has been maintained
by the completionof courses prescribed. The CollegePre-
paratory Cours~is offered for students who expect to com.
plete the Classical Course. Those earning the Certificate
for the c~mpletionof this course may be admitted without
exa':lmatlOnto the leading colleges and universities which
admit students on certificates. The High School Courseis
mtended for students who plan to complete the Ward-
BelmontGeneral Course.
ENGLISH
The importance of the department of English in both
its branches of Rhetoric and of Literature is duly recog-
nized, and the work carefully and amply provided for by
a full corps of college- and university-trained teachers.
Throughout the course the utmost stress is placed on writ-
ing as training for systematic work,' clear thinking, origin.
ality, and the habitual and easy use of good English. The
aim of the work in Literature is to foster, through a study
of masterpieces, a taste for the best that has been written,
an admirable means of mental discipline, as well as of lib
eral culture. The study of English is closely correlated
with that of other departments, including History and
Languages, in order to give the student broader under-
"tanding and to make her school work more generally and
permanently valuable. Personal conferences for guidance
arid for correction in theme work are required in all Rhe-
toric courses, as are memory work of selected passages
and carefully prepared reports of supplementary reading
in Literature.
Course I. Literature (once a week).-Study and Reading: Selec-
tions from American' poetry, with special attention to Poe, Lowell,
Bryant, Whittier; Scott's Lady of the Lake; Scott's Ivanho.eo~ Steven-
son's Treasure Island; Franklin's Autobiography or Irving. s Sketch
Book.
Composition and Grammar (four times a week) .-!?:eview of ?r~m-
mar. Special attention given to letter writing, narration, descrtptton,
and paragr-aphing.
Freshman, four hours a week. One point credit.
Course II. Literature (twice a week).-Study and Reading: (I,)
Addison and Steele's Sir Roger de GoverleyPapers; (2) Shakespeares
Merchant of Venice; (3) Coleridge's Ancient Mariner or Macaulay',
Lays of Ancient Rome; (4) Eliot's Silas Marner.
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I. LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
(Preparatory courses are designated by Roman numerals; Ocllege
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ADVICE ON CHOICE OF SUBJECTS
It·d ISour desire that the courses of study be clearly un-
. erstood by parents and prospective pupils Again it is
~~rta.nt that each pupil's COursebe caref~llY plan~ed on
tastesaS1so~ work already completed, and that individual
ends and alms be taken into account. To accomplish these
,cor.respondenceand personal conference with the Deau
are cordially in .ted P .
VI • rospectlve patrons are urged to co-
operate with us in working out a Course of study in ad-
vance of the ope' d .more d lib mng. ays .of the session in order to allow
de I erate conslderatlOn of individual needs. Plansso ma e can be m difi d if ion th . Ole , I It seems desirable to a patron,
ing thr openmg days of school; but further changes dur-
and th: ~ar :r~ u~uallYnot allowed. Continuity of effort
ea es a vancement can in this way be secured.
w A R D .B E
Compo~tion and Grammar (three times a week . -
mar. Continued drill in narration and de . . ) .-ReVlew of Gram-
developmentof the paragraph. scrfptionj special study of the
Sophomore,four hours a week. One point credit.
Course Ill. Literature (three tim .
speare's Macbeth; (2) Macaula 's L" es a week).-Study: (1) Shake-
on Burns; (3) Tennyson's IdyrIs o:f~:f i?hnson or Carlyle's ESBaY
Treasury, Books II and III' (4) L b' E mg or Palgrave's Golden
, . am s ssay of Elia.
P.rallel Reading,_ (1) As You Lik .
•ummer Night's Dream; (2) Arnold~seSI~ or Twelfth Night or Mid.Forsaken Merman or Goldsmith' 0 lab and Rustum and The
(3) Dickens' Tale of Two Cit' a Traveler and The Deserted Village'
GablesOr Goldsmith'sVicar o:e~ o~ ~~wthorne's House of the Sev~
Old Testament. a e e d; (4) chief narratives of the
C_m 't" (
• ."w.ro08t ton twice a week) -Stud f .
sltion, argument; special atte~tion yo narration, description, expo-
and to sentence structure' revi ftoG development of the paragraph
Junl f. ' ew 0 rammel..\!'
mar, our hours a week. One point credit,
Course IV. Literature (two hou
ters, three hours third and f rs a week first and second quar-
cer', Prologue; (2) Shak ou~th quarters).-Study: (1) Chau-
Poem • (4 espeare s Henry V' (3) M'I 's, ) EmersonJs Es " I ton's mmor
Conciliationor Washington~a~ on Manners; (5) Burke's Speech on
H~nOration Or MacaUlay' ~ ar~well Address and Webster's Bunker
drus at the Cooper Union~ peec ee on Copyright and Lincoln's Ad-
P.... llel Re<UJing (1) Sh
Richard III; (2) Te;yson's akespe~re's The Tempest or Hamlet or
XUI, XlV, XV. XVlI. XXI m;he Pnn~ess; (3) The Iliad (Books XI,
Esmond or Jane Austen's P id y be omItted); (4) Thackeray's Henry
rl e and PrejUdice
ter Rhetoric and Composition (two hcu •
s, o~e hour a week third and f ra a week first and second quar-
nar.ratlon. description ourth quarters) .-Continued study of
ing d .' argument expo ltion: .an arranging mater' If' SI ron ; emphaSIS laid on gather-
.entence structure and pIa or long expositions; careful review of
Junior Middle f aragraph development.
• OUrhours a we k 0
Coura6 A Ad e. ne point credit.
view f • vanced Course i RL .
Do rhetoric and compo 't. n fw::tonc and Composition.-Re-aUy and f' Sl IOn Rev,· f h 'f, ortmghtly themes o· e~ a r etorlcal principles.
;rences. Na.l"ration' study • dral and wntten, with individual con-
~nj analysis of such essay an practice in the short story. Exposi-
ea papers. s as those of Arnold and Stevenson' criti-
Requ·"'.) ,
1.. "'U of Senior Middl
C e stUdents T hOUrseB H' t . WO ours a week
aurve • 18ory and Develo .
cours~ ~our~ein English Literatur pmen~ ~f English Literature.-A
R lD LIterature. e prehmInary to any other college
equired for graduation:
Three hours a week.
L M o N 7'
One point credit.
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Course C. Adtlanced Course in Writing.-Assignments in the
various forms of discourse. The writing of editorials, descriptive
sketches, and short stories especially stressed. Daily and weekly
themes. Long papers. Open to Senior students who have done good
work in English A.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
Course D. Nineteenth Century Poetry .-e-English poetry from
Wordsworth to Meredith with Special emphasis on Wordsworth,
Tennyson and Browning.
Prerequisite: Courses A and B. Three hours a week. One point
credit.
Course E. The Englisk Drama.-Lectures and Library work on
development of English drama; specimens from each period studied
in class with special emphasis on Shakespeare. Selected modern
plays studied as literary expressions of present-day problems.
Open to second year college students who have completed Courses
A and B. Three hours a week. One point credit.
Course F. American Litl31'ature.-A study of Emerson, Thoreau
and Whitman with a comparison of English Nineteenth Century prose.
Prerequisites: Course A and B, or D. Three hours a week. One
point credit.
Course M. Types of Modern Literature.-Study of literary ex-
pressions of modern life, such as the informal essay, the novel, the
short story and poetry. Class discussions, lectures, and occasional
themes. Open to college students who have had English III and IV.
Not to be substituted for required English courses. Three hours a
week. One point credit.
HISTORY
The department of History endeavors not merely to
make its courses count for mental discipline, but to secure
a thorough understanding of society, a comprehension of
the principles on which everyday affairs are conducted
and a training in sympathetic judgment, The value of
History as a means of interpreting economic and social ex-
pediency is stressed, and the practical worth of the subject
is established by its intimate correlation with English,
language, art, and current events. Throughout the course.
emphasis is placed on historical geography, map drawing,
notes, and reports of collateral readings,
Course 1. Greek and Roman History.-A SUrvf'!Y of ancient his-
tory and of later history to 800 A.D. Chief attention is given to the
civilization of Greece and Rome, with reference to the permanent
contributions these races have made to modern history.
About 500 pages of parallel reading are assigned from such
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soureaa as the Greek and Roman bi
matist, lographers, historians and d. , ra·
Open to Sophomore and Junior student R .
paratory students. Four hours a week a·O equl.red of CollegePre.. De point credit
Course II. History of England Th . . .
Ioua elements in the growth of the E~lis~ polrtlcal, social, ~nd relig.
as a world power and her colonial d g I people. England s advance
Open to Sophomore.lo and Junio ev; opment. Parallel reading.
One point credit. r s udents, Four hours a week.
COuTse Ill. American Histo1'1 and C' . .
the colonial period with h' y tv'tC~.-A rapId survey of
tions, with a more'intensi:~~ :~lSupon A~e.rlcan ideals and institu.
of the national government tth YWO
fthe critical period, the founding
I ' e estward Expansi dems and movements of th ' t ansron, an the prob-
tions of government are s~u~:e een:h century., The forms and func-
defects of to-day. 1 d, WIth emphasis upon the ideals and
Open to Junior Middle students '
JUnIors, Four hours k 0 ,a~d. by special arrangement, to
a wee, ne point credit,
Course IV. Current E t '
day history through pe ' ~~ntrAn mtroductory study of present-
student informed on' rI°ta
ICa ~t~rature. The aim is to keep the
d I" nnpoi- nt ml1Itary pollti I 'an re IglOUS affairs f th ,I rca , economie, scientific
interest as will make ~ad' e pr;sen,t, and to develop such intelligent
Open to all student 'hngho thIS nature a fixed habit.
W k H s w 0 ave had Cou 1 Iee. ·alf point credit. rse Or 1. Two hours a
CourseA, A Survey COursein E .
and England from the f II uropean Hzstory.-Part I; Europe
mation Period, emphasiz: ~~et~ Roman, Empire through the Refer-
the Renaissance the R f g . eudaj Regima, the Mediaeval Church
C d't' , e vrmation and th I 'on 1 Ions. Part II. Th' • e genera economic and social
constitutional govern' tIS part begins with England's struggle- for
d E men and contin than urope to the p uea e development of England
Industr.ial Revolutionres~ntht,.emphasizing the French Revolution the
De' J WI Its economi d 'mocratIc and Nation I' ti M IC an social results and the
F II a IS IC ovement f th' 'u parallel readin' a e nIneteenth century.Open to s. g reqUIred. I
O entor Middle and S •ne Point credit. enlOr students. Three hours a week.
COUrse B. Engliah HistQr
quest down to th '!j,-A study of England from the Con-
social l'f e present tune D 1
I e, Special attent' " eve opment of institutions and
on American life and id Ion gIVen to the influence of English History
Op to eas.en Seniors Th
. ree hours a week. One point credit,
HISTORY AND
Th APPRECIATION OF ART
e value of the wk' .
a part of the record ~rh In thIS course is twofold. It is
manitarian and m taOI ~m~n development, and so a hu-
en d,sCIpr b'me su Ject, as is History
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proper. It is also a study of the laws underlying artistic
effect, and as such has a distinct culture value. Both phases
of the subject receive careful consideration. The work is
done by means of illustrated lectures, printed outlines, re-
productions, stereopticon slides, projectoscope, etc. Exten-
sive reading and individual reports required.
The rise and development of architecture, sculpture, and
painting from the earliest periods through the Renaissance
will be studied, with emphasis on the Greek and the Ren-
aissance periods.
Open to college students- who have had History I or its equivalent.
Three hours a week. One point credit,
HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF MUSIC
This course is one of Musical Appreciation upon a his-
torical basis, dealing with the important epochs and styles
in the evolution of Music and its relation to the kindred
arts. It aims to enable the student-not necessarily a music
pupil-to understand and enjoy the master works of the
Classic, Romantic and Modern schools of musical composi-
tion through a knowledge of the aesthetic and psychological
principles involved in their development. The practical and
also highly cultural results accruing from this study are rec-
ognized by our leading institutions. The work is given by
means of lectures, material from text, collateral reading,
outlines and reports on assigned topics. Abundant illustra-
tions are given by means of the Steinway Duo-Art Pianola
and the Victrola, while the programs of visiting artists are
also studied and analyzed. Text: Mason's Appreciation of
Music,
Open to college students, No musical prerequisites. Three hours
a week. One point credit.
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
The purpose in this department is to teach the funda-
mental principles of both economic and sociological science
in such a way as to develop an intelligent interest in public
affairs, to insure some understanding of the laws underly-
ing the welfare and progress of society, and to inculcate
the desire to apply these principles to the duties of en-
lightened citizenship.
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ECONOMICS
Course A. Introduction to Economic~._This course is designed
to lead the student to an investigation of economic principles, to intro-
duce her to the economic problem in the modern state, and to train
her to think clearly on economic subjects. It will treat of the condi_
tions determining. prices, land values. wages, profits, _and standards
of living; of certain topics of applied economics, such as the tariff,
banking, and trusts; and of problems of labor and industrial or-
ganization.
Open regularly to second year College students or to fil'st year
College students by special permission. Three hours a week, first
semester. Half-point credit.
SOCIOLOGY
Course A. General SOciology.-This course is designed to make
the student familiar with the origin, principles, and methods of socio-
logical science, as well as with the social elements, forces, and pro-
cesses. The aim is to make the course of practical value, and thus
emphasis is put upon the application of the principles of Sociology
to some of the chief problems of present times, particularly in theUnited States.
Open regularly to second year College students or to first year
College students by special permission. Three hours a week, second
semester. Half-point credit.
LATIN
The work of the first four years in this department IS
designed not only to give the student a thorough knowledge
of forms .and syntax and the ability to apply this knowl-
edge in accurate reading of the texts assigned, but also to
increase the student's vocabulary and insight into words
and develop a feeling. for the structure and thought of the
language. Reference readings illustrate Roman life and
. Mythology. The courses of the last two years are intended
to secure the ends of rapid and accurate reading, an ac-
quaintance with the masterpieces of Roman Literature. and
a correct appreciation of the place of Rome in the historyof ciVilization.
Course I.-The Essentials of Latin. Regular first-year work.
Freshman. Four hours a week. One point credit.
??UTSe IJ.:-C~sar: "An equivalent of Books I to IV. Prose com-
P.DSlbo~'based on text. Grammar systematically studied in connec-tfon With prase.
Sophomore. Four hours a week. One point credit.
C~r8e III.-Cicero:, The Cataline Orations the ManiIian Law,
Arcbthlas.. Prose ~omposition based on text and syntax throughoute year.
Junior. Four hours a week. One point credit.
I
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Course IV.-Virgil: Books I to VI. Required reading is assigned
in mythology; prose composition; review of Grammar.
Junior Middle. Four hours a week. One point credit.
Course A.-ejeera's Letters. Horace: Odes and Epodee, Prose
composition. Practice in reading at sight. Prosody. .
Senior Middle. Three hours a week. One point credit.
Course B.-Horace: Satires and Epistles; Juvenal ; Plautus and
Terence: Selected plays. Readings in Roman Literature.
Senior. Three hours a week. One point credit.
FRENCH
The value of a good knowledge of French in studying
literature and the necessity for it in foreign travel are ap-
preciated, and such knowledge is provided for by the ex-
periencednative teachers in this department. Correct pro-
nunciation is insisted upon, and facility in conversation is
acquiredby constant practice. To this end, French is the
languageof the classroom, and opportunities are also given
for its use in social conversation and at French tables in
the dining halls. The courses in French literature are
extensive,and are made more practical by the use of dicta-
tion, sight reading, and lectures in French on the historical
developmentof the language.
\ I
I
Course I.-Grammar: Verbs; Sym's French Reader; Labiche et
Martin's La Poudre Aux Yeux. At least one hundred pages.
Open to Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior students. Four hours
a week. One point credit.
Course ll.-Grammar: Verbs; Dictation; Poetry Memorized:
French Composition; the reading of about three hundred pages from
texts such as Merimee's Colomba; Loti's Pecheur d'Ielandej Lamar-
tine's Scenes de la Revolution Francaise; Halevy's L'Abbe Constan-
tin: Daudet's La Petite Chose.
Open to Sophomore, Junior, and Junior Middle students. Four
hours a week. One point credit.
Course IlI.-Grammar: Syntax; Verbs; French Composition; Dic-
tation; Themes; the reading of about four hundred and fifty pages
from texts such as George Sand's La Mare au Diable; Maupassant's
Huit Contea Choisis; Hugo's Quartreving1:-Treize; Bernier's La Fille
de Roland.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Four hours a week.
One'point credit.
Course A.-Grammar: Written and oral exercises founded on
selecteatexts; dictation and conversation; rapid reading of about "five
hundredpages of such texts as Merimee's Colomba, Labiche's Le Voy-
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age de M. Perrichon ; George Sand's La Mare au Diablej French
Reader, Aldrich and Foster; Chateaubriand's Lea Aventures du Dar,
Dier Abencerage.
Open to Senior Middle Or Senior students who have Dot studied
French. Four hours a week. One point college credit or two points
preparatory.
Course B.-Grammar completed: Composition; Themes based on
texts read; rapid reading of from four to five hundred pages from
Scribe et Legcuve's Bataille de Dames; Maupassant's Huit Contes
Choisis; Coppea's On Rend L'Argent ; Michelet's La Prise de la Bas-
tille; Trois Comedies de Mussetj Bouvet's French Syntax and Com-
position; Hugo's La Chute.
Open to students who have completed Course A or its equivalent.
Three hours a week. One point credit.
. Course C.-Syntax: Composition; Themes based on the texts read;
HIStory of French Literature; rapid reading in connection with the
different periods studied. Conversation.
Open to students who have completed Course III or Course B.
Three hours a week. One point credit.
CQUrs6 D.-History of French Literature of the eighteenth, nine-
teenth, and twentieth centuries; reading based on authors representa-
tive of modern French thou1ghtand style; essays in French on topics
read; conversation based on phases of modern French life and cur-
rent thought.
Open to students who have completed Course C. Three hours a
week. One point credit. (Given in 1918-1919 if a sufficient numberapply.)
GERMAN
. Throughout the carefully graded course in German, use
~smadeof the wealth of German poetry and prose. German
IS the language of the classroom; by memory work, ab-
~tracts, and reproductions, correct pronunciation is estab-
lIshedand appreciation and knowledge of the literature in-
crea~ed. The fi~st three courses enable a pupil to meet the
maxunum requIrement for entrance into College; while
Courses I and II fulfill the minimum requirement. After
~st:-Year~ork, sight reading is emphasized. Parallel read-
mg IS reqUIredin Courses III., B, and C.
I ICOU1'86 [.-Grammar: Composition; Drill in Phonetics. reading ota east one hundred page f . ' . h
sim I .. S 0 easy prOSe and verse, Includmg t e
p e stones In GlUckAufi short lyrics memorized.
a wOeePk
en
too Fres.hman, Sophomore, and Junior students. Four hours. ne pOInt credit.
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II Grammar- Composition; simple paraphrasing; poemsCours6.- . . . f Itt h11 d memorized; sight readmg; reading 0 at eas wo un-
and ba a s f German from the following texts: Storm, Immensee;
dred pagesDO Peterle von Niirnberg; Sudermann, Teja; Gerstncker,BUithgen, as
Germelshausen. .. F
to S phomore Junior and Junior MIddle students. ourOpen 0 "
hoursa week. One point credit.
Couree IlI.-Grammar: Composition; sight reading; writing from
eli tati • reading of at least three hundred pages of German. from
cOlin,. texts. Storm Im St Jtirgen ; Riehl, Burg Neideck;the fa owmg . " .
E· h d· If 'fauganichts; Schiller, Wilhelm Ten or DIe Jungfraurc en or , ,.
vonOrleans.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Four hours a week.
One point credit.
Couree A.-Grammar: Prose composition; conversation and memo-
rizingof poetry; reading of at least two hundred and fifty pages of
Germanfrom such texts as: Hauff, Der Zwerg Nase; Storm, I~-
ee: Baumbach Waldnovellen; Wildenbruch, Das Edle Blut; H1I-
mens ., b B d· Wllh I' Fuldalern, Hoher als die Kirche ; easy plays y - ene ix, I e rm, or .
Open to College students who h~ve not stu?ied German. Four
hoursa week. One point college credit or two points preparatory.
Course B.-Grammar: Prose composition; sight and parallel read-
inK" themes based on text read; reading of about five hundred pages
fro~ such texts as: Schiller, Die Jungfrau von Orleans; Hauff,
Tales; Heine, Die Harzreise; Jensen, Die Braune Erica; Klenza,
DeutscheGedichte ; Scheffel, Ekkehart; Sudermann, Der Katzensteg,
Opento College students who have completed Courses I and II or
CourseA. Three hours a week. One point credit.
Couree C.-Grammar: Prose composition; reading at sight and
parallel reading; themes based on text read; at least eig~t hun?red
pages from such texts as: Schiller, Wilhelm Tell; Lessing, MIn~a
von Bamhelm and Emilia GaIotti; Goethe, Iphigenie auf TaUrISj
Kleist,Prinz Friedrich von Homburg; Grillparzer, Sappho; Fulda,
Der Talisman; Hauptmann, Die Yersunkene Glocke.
Opento College students who have completed Course III or Course
B. Three hours a week. One point credit.
SPANISH
Tomeet the very general and rapidly growing demand
forthe language and the literature of Spain and of Spanish
Americaas a part of school and college curricula, two
coursesin Spanish are offered.
Course 1.-A course for beginners. Thorough drill on the funda-
mentalfacts of the grammar with abundant exercises in reading and
conversation. The work will' be based chiefly upon Hill's and Ford's
First Spanish Course accompanied by selections of simple reading.
Four hours a week. One point credit.
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Course A.-Elementary grammar and com osition' ..
short passag~sj dictation; frequent exercises i~con • m~mOrlzmg of
use of Spanish as the language of the el versatlon, and the
t' bl e e ass room as earllea e; the reading of about two hund d y as prac-An re pages from such te ts
approved reader, select short stories 0 h x as:
Pajaro Verde, Alarcon, EI Capitan Venena ~ s ~rt pla~s, Valera, EI
an example of Spanish-American fiction I~aacaldOMs~arlanela; and, as
Ope t t d .• • 5, ana.nos u ents beginning S anish F
point college credit or two points pP at our hours a week. Onerepara cry.
Course B.-Advanced gramma d ..
memorizing; dictation; conversati:n .a~heC;:~?SltlO~;~etter writing;
~:e~:aa~.s.includ~ngparallelreadi~gfrom ~~~h
0
te:tsou:s;~~:r~~:-
cia~al1ero'"utonresSca,.F
I
rontaura, Las Tiendas; Gald6s, Dona Perfecta:
, ervuon y un Lib lit V 'Comendador Mendoza' C ld ' ILera I.0; , aldee, Jose; Valera, EI
Quixote, Selections' a~d ~ eron,. a VIda es Suefio ; Cervantes, Don
endaa Historicas Mexi ,In .Spa?ISh-Americ~n literature: Frias, Ley-
dad en las Monta- canas ; Marmol, Amaha; Altamirano, La Navi-nas,
Open to students who h 1 •
Three hours a week 0 a~e comp eted Spanish A or its equivalent.
. ne point credit.
Th MATHEMATICSe work done in the d t ' ,closelycorre! ted' . epar ment of Mathematics IS
It I'S th ,a with busmess and the physical sciences.
ealmalsotod I'habit f eve op m students the power and
I 0 concentration of ! "thinking d f .' c ear, coneecutiva mdependent
d te "an 0 precise expression, These aims largely
e rmme the courses ff dsentation A .t 0 ere and the method of their pre-
coursess~ val~~~~eant effort is .made to render the elective
age student, that they will be attractive to the aver-
?ourse I.-Elementary Al ebr ...
erahzed arithmetic M h . g a;. Algebra IS approached as gen-
fl] . .' uc tImeis t .o OWingtopics are treated' P .. spen on mtroductory ideas. The
mental Operations Equ t' . OSI:Iveand Negative Numbers, Funda-
lems). Factoring a'nd Fa Io.ns (WIth applic~tions in Practical Prob-
Freshm F ractIons.an. Our hou k
COUrseII () F' rs a wee. One point credit.
·-a IrstS t
are treated: Ratio and P eme~ er. Algebra. The following topics
Systems, Elementary T roportIon, Graphical Representation Linear
8im I Q reatment of R t R ' 'p e uadratic Equat. 00 s, adlcals and Exponents,
of Geomt . Ions. Many of th . ,e ry are mt?odu d e more famIlIar theorems
ce and mad th b '(b) Second Semest e e aSISof algebraic problems.
of Bub' er. Advanced A 'th .te. JeC'tsthat pupils in the ' 'M mette. Review and study
thnng. By th~ free use of Armmar s~hool ~a,:e difficulty in mas·
eOformer subJect is review d gebra, Arithmetic IS made easier and
Pen to S h e,
a week 0 op omores who hav. ne point credit. e completed Course 1. Four hours
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Course llI.-Plane Geometry. The step from the simple geometric
discussionsin Arithmetic and Algebra to rigorously logical Demon-
strative Geometry is not attempted hastily. In the beginning the
heuristic method predominates. An introductory course covers the
first four weeks. Algebra is used to supplement the Geometry. Many
original exercises are solved.
Open to Juniors who have completed Elmentary Algebra through
simplequadratic equations. Four hours a week. One point credit.
Course IV.-(a) First Semester. Advanced Algebra.. The topics
covered in Elementary Algebra are thoroughly reviewed and am-
plified. The course also comprises Synthetic Division, Graphical Meth-
ods,Progressions, Logarithms, Variation, Binomial Theorem for Posi-
tive Integral Exponents, Theory of Quadratics, Complex Numbers.
Problems from Arithmetic, Geometry, and the physical sciences are
madeprominent.
Open to students who have completed Algebra through simple
quadratic equations and Plane Geometry. .
(b) Second Semester. Solid Geometry. Lines and Planes, Polyhe-
drons,Cylinders. Cones, and Spheres are treated. Easily constructed
modelsare used in the introductory work. Frequent references to
Plane Geometry are made.
Opento Junior Middle or Senior Middle students. If college credit
is to be given, supplementary work' will be assigned. Four hours a
week. One point credit.
Course A.-(l) College Algebra. A brief review, followed by a
treatment of topics especially helpful in Trigonometry, Analytic
Geometry,and the Calculus.
Three hours a week. First Semester. Half-point credit.
(2) Plane Trigonometry. The work consists of Trigonometric
Functions and Formulee, Theory and Use of Tables, Solution of Right
and ObliqueTriangles (with applications to Problems of Physics and
Surveying), Inverse Functions, Trigonometric Equations. The data
for several surveying problems is obtained in the field with the tran-
sit, tape, etc.
Three hours a week. Second Semester. Half~point credit.
Course B.-(l) Analytic Geometry. Graphical Representation of
Points and Curves in a Plane, Determination of the Properties and
Relationsof Plane Curves by a study of their Equations and Graphs.
TheStraight Line and the Conic Sections are fully investigated. The
courseincludes an introduction to Analytic Geometry of three dimen~
sions. Three hours a week. First Semester. Half-point credit.
(2) Second Semester. Introduction to Differential and Integral
Calculus. Differentiation and Integration of Functions, with the usual
Geometricand Mechanical Applications.
Prerequisite to (1) and (2), Course A. Three hours a week.
SecondSem.ester. Half-point credit.
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SCIENCE
In solving the problems of everyday life, a knowledge
of the fundamental ideas of Chemistry, Physics, and the
BiologicalSciences is absolutely essential. In offering these
courses here, the aim is to develop the powers of accurate
observation by aiding the student to gain firsthand infor-
mation, to acquaint the student with modern scientific meth.
ods and their relation to daily living, and to lay the founda_
tion for further work in these subjects,
CHEMISTRY
Course I.-Elementry Chemistry. Course for beginning students,
including a study of the common elements and their important com.pounds.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle .students. Laboratory and Reci-
tation, six hours a week. One point credit.
Course A.-Inorganic Chemistry. In this course a study is made
of the laws of Chemistry and their application to general Chemistry.
All of the non-metallic and the most important of the metallic ele-
ments are studied, With special attention given to their occurrence
and their uses in every-day affairs. Laboratory work supplements that
d.one in classroom, and in addition, gives an introduction to quallta-tIve analysis.
Open to College students. Laboratory and Recitation, seven hoursa week. One point credit.
Cou-rseB.-Q-rganic and Household Chemistry. The Chemistry
of Foods, preceded by an introduction to Organic Chemistry.
Prerequisite, Course A. Conducted primarily for Home Economicsstudents.
Laboratory and Recitation, eight hours a week. One point credit.
. COU-r8eC. Qualitative Analysis._A systematic course in Qualita-
tIve Analysis; identification of the more common elements and acidradicals.
Prerequisite: Course A or its equivalent. Lecture and Laboratory,
seven hours a week. One point credit.
PHYSICS
Cour8e I.-An elementary course in Physics dealing with the lawsand pro rti ,
. pe rea of matter and covering the suhjects of sound, heat,bght. electricity, and magnetism.
.Open.to Junior and Junior Middle students. Laboratory and Reef-
tat1o~, SIX hours a week. One point credit.
BIOLOGY
t ;ou-r
se
I.-Zoology. A COUrSein General Zoology, including the
sfielUd
Y
of bo~ simple and more complex forms with laboratory andWork, Introducin th ' f
f . 1'· g e student not only to structure and arms
o anuna life, but to their habits and relations to their surroundings.
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d t Laboratory and Recita-to Sophomore and Junior stu en s.
Open k One point credit.. ix hours a wee • if
tion,s A general course in the study of plant h e,
Cour8eA.-Botan'!!. rtant structures of plants as a foundation
including: (1) The Imt?o nvironment and classification; (2) Theth tudy of func Ions, e h f t
for e s lif hi tory of representative types of t e our grea
structure and I e- d th evolution of the plant kingdom.
psofplants,an e . k d Iab
grau . Middle and Senior students. FIeld wor an ~_
Opento Senior Lecture and recitation, two hours. One pomtoratory, four hours.
credit. f
. _The course deals with the structure 0
General PhYStOlOgr ording to which the body lives, how a
the human body, the aws abcc ided the maintenance of the health. f th laws may e aVOI I
violation 0 e~e well as that of the individual.
of the commumty as d t Recitation and Laboratory, two hoursOpen to College stu en s.
a week. Half-point credit.
PHYSIOGRAPHY
A study of the earth as a globe, the ocean, the a~mosphere, and the
he releti f man plants and animals to climate, land forms,
;:~d~:e:nr: :r:a:;O suppl~mented' by field and laboratory w~rk.
Fr h d Sophomore students. Recitation, threeOpen to es men an . t dit
hoursa week; laboratory and field work, two hours. One pam ere I .
ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
A coursedesigned to show the economic impon:ance of each counot:
andthe relationship of one to another, with special reference to c
merce and industry.
Opento college students. Two hours per week.
PSYCHOLOGY
Course A (1) First Semester.-An introductory course i~ ~Sy-
chology.givi~g a general survey of the fundamental ~acts an ews
ofmind,with applications and simple illustrative experiments. .
Open to Seniors, and certain other mature ~tudents by special
permission. Three hours a week. Half-point credit, .
(2) Second Semester.-Child Study. .An. introductory course 1D
the study of childhood. with practical applications.
it . 1 nt Three hours a week.Prerequisite, Course A (1) or I s equiva e .
Half-pointcredit .
BIBLICAL HISTORY AND LITERATURE
The following courses of study are calcu~ated not o~IY
to reveal the importance of the Bible as history and Its
excellenceas literature, but also to emphasize ethical and
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religious values and to discover underlying principlesof
thought and action applicable to the life of to-day.
Course I.-The Life of Jesus.
Study of the land in which Jesus lived, its people and customs,
His work and character.
Sources: The gospel narratives, together with informationfur.
nished by modern scholarship concerning the history, thought, and
customs of His time.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Two hours a week.
Half-point credit.
Course A.-General Introduction to Biblical Literature.
Methods of Bible study. Survey of the history of the English
Bible. The Bi~le reviewed as a library containing a great variety
of literature.
Study of selected portions of the Old and New Testaments.
Open to College students. Two hours a week. Half-point credit.
Course B.-Old Testament History and Literature.
Study of the political, social, religious, and literary development
of the Hebrews, leading up to and including the messages of the
prophets.
Open to College students. Three hours a week. One point credit.
Course C.-The Life and Teachings of Jesus.
A comparative study of the Gospels as sources of our knowledge
of the life and work of Jesus. Careful consideration of the teachings
of Jesus in their bearing on the political, social, and religious condi-
tions of His own day and of the present day.
Open to College students who have had Course B or other intro-
ductory Old Testament work. Three hours a week. One point credit.
Course D.-Religious Pedagogy.
With special reference to the Sunday School. Study of laws gov-
erning the development of child mind. Teaching principles and meth-
ods adapated to religious nurture in home and church. Stories and
story-telling. The organization, aim, and work of the Sunday School.
Open to College students who have completed or are taking ~ne
C9U!I'sein the Biblical Department. Two hours a week. Half-pointcredit.
I
[
ADMISSION TO LITERARY COURSES
Students who have completed the usual grammar-school
grades may be admitted without examination to the Fresh-
man Class. Those who present credentials from approved
College Preparatory Schools, High Schools, or Collegesmay
be admitted without examination, on probation, to the
classes for Which their former work seems to have preparedthem.
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POINTS
. ted as prep.a;ratory or college, ac-
1 Definition.-Pomts are coun In literary subjects, a preparatory
rding to the value of the courses., nit and represents four hours
~ - IntofaCarnegleu dJ -POintis the equIvae h Sophomore Junior, an umor- te ach in Fres man, , I sixofsixtymmu s e . t I the equivalent of three year y or
MiddleClasses;a college POl~ I:hree hours a week for a year in the
semesterhours and re~res~~ e Two hours a week for a year, or
SeniorMiddleand Senior semest . which a course is completed,
ek for one semes er m . d iththreehoursa ,,:,e Crt' e hour courses may be combine WIunta half-pomt. e am on .
rorta_ tw hour courses to count a full point.ce In 0 ,
. week and one and one-half hours prac-
In MUSIC, two lessons a . re aratory or college, according to
ticedailyme~itti°ne-~ai~e~:cthe;; i~ Art, eight hours of studio work
there~ornn:eno:ntO~;eparatory or college, according to the recommen-
a~ee ,~nthP te~cher' in the Musical Sciences-Theory, Harmony,
~:~o and
e
Appreci~tion,Ear Training-each two recitation"th a
week one-halfpoint each, preparatory or college, according to e
cour~taken; in Expression, four hours of prepared ..class work, and
othercollateraland assembly work each week, one point, prep.aratory
or collegeaccording to the course taken; in Home Economics, ?ne
lecturehour and two double laboratory hours a week, one-half point,
college or preparatory, according to the course taken.
2 Number recommended: The number of points recommended
asa' year'swork for the average preparatory student is four; the
minimumrequirementof work is represented by three; for the average
collegestudent, five; minimum requirement, four.
3. Language: No single point in a language, except French A,
GermanA, or Spanish A, may be counted toward a certificate or
diploma,ndtwo of these courses may not be counted in the same year.
4. Special Subject3: Not more than a total of five points in Music,
Ar~Expression,Business, and Horne Economics may be counted
towarda diploma. Only one such point may be counted in a single
schoolyear. Credit for Theory and Harmony taken elsewhere, will
bebasedUponexamination. All other work in Music, Art, and Ex-
pressionto be credited in a Liberal Arts Course, must be done in
Ward-Belmont,and must be approved by the heads of the departmentsconcerned.
5. Credit: If work represented in Ward-Belmont by a college point
hasbeendoneelsewhere, but not in college, an elective prep-aratory
pointwill be allowed; college credit will not be allowed, unless sufficient
IUpplementarywork is done in Ward-Belmont to make it equal to the
correspondingCollege Course.
r 6.Re8ide~ Requirement: For a Ward-Belmont Diploma, at least
.ou~of the required points of literary work must have been earned
lnn ard-BeImont. In the case of a student who has done equivalent
coegework elsewhere, official testimonials as to such work and a
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catalogue of the college, with the work done fully designated, must
be furnished to the Dean. The credit due, in no case more than four
points, will then be determined.
COURSES LEADING TO THE WARD-BELMONT CLASSICAL
AND THE WARD-BELMONT GENERAL DIPLOMAS
PREPARATORY
FRESHMAN
CLASSICAL·
Required:
English I
Latin I
Mathematics I
One point elective
Electives:
History I
Physiography
GENERAL
Required:
English I
Mathematics I
One Foreign Language
One point elective
Electives:
History I
Physiography
SOPHOMORE
CLASSICAL
Required:
English II
Mathematics II
Latin II
One point elective
Electives:
History I or II
French I
German I
ZOOlogy
GENERAL
Required:
English II
Mathematics II
One Foreign Language
One point elective
Electives:
History I or II
Latin
French
German
Zoology
NOTE.-Students' entering above the Sophomore year, who have
completed E!ementary Algebra through Simple Quadratic Equetlona,
are not requlred to take the Arithmetic of Course II.
JUNIOR
CLAsSICAL
Required:
English III
Mathematics III
Latin III
One point elective
Electives:
History I or II
French
German
Zoology
Physics
Chemistry I
GENERAL
Required:
English III
-Mathematics III
One Foreign Language
One point elective
Electives:
Bible I
History I or II
Latin
French
German
Zoology
Physics
Chemistry I
Music, Art, Expression,
or Home Economics
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JUNIOR MIDDLE
CLASSICAL
Required:
English IV
Mathematics IV
Latin IV °
One point elective
Electives:
History III
French
German
Physics
Chemistry I
M
GENERAL
Required:
English IV
One Foreign Language
Two points elective
Electives:
Bible I
History III
Latin
French
German
Mathematics IV
Physics .
Chemistry I .
Music, Art, Expression,
or Home Economics
SENIOR MIDDLE- (FIRST YEAR)
GENERAL
Required: B
E lish A and .
O::e
g
point Con~ge Science
or College Hls~ory
Two points elective
Electives: C D
Bible A, B, ,or
English M
History A or B
Mathematics A
Latin A C
French A, H, or
German A, B, B C
Spanish A or
History of Art .
History of MUS1C
Biolo~ A B
ChemIstry A or .
M . Art. ExpresBlon,.u:~c, Home Econonucs.
CLASSICAL
Required:
English A and B
Latin A
Mathematics A.
One point elective
Electives:
History A or B
French A, B, or C
German A, B. or C
Biology A
Chemistry A
GENERAL
Required: F
English D, E, 0Crbemish1
Bi I gy A or ..
'AoO( nle~s one PO'llt In
u been earned
Science hfa:be holstthreein one 0
years) te
Electives to ag-grega
five points
i I
I I
1
1I .
I
SENIOR-(Second Year)
CLASSICAL
Required:
English D G
Latin, or French! or . er-
man (unless SIX p.:ts
h a v e already en
earned) . A
Biology A. or ChemIstry .
or B (unless taken In
Senior Middle year)
Electives to aggregate
five points
Pa.ge forty-one
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Electives:
English C
History A or B
M
L
a~hematics B or C
atdn B
~rench A, B, or C
erman A. B, or C
Psychology
Economics
Sociology A
Biology A"
Chemistry ABC• • or
Electives:
Bible ABC
English 'n 'E ' or FD
History A' or' Bor
LMa~hematics B or CatmAorB
French A. B C or D
German A B '
Spanish A' or'Br C
C~emistry A B or C
BIOlogy A • •
H!story of Art
HIstOry of Music
Economics
Sociology A
Psychology
Music Art E .
H' • xpresstonor orne Economics'
CLASSIFICATION
. The number of points of
;:"ng of a school year dete ~ork completed at the begin-
o;nt belongs. Four comp:~~es t.he class to which a stu-
. the two courses outlined . points, as found in either
m
elghtsuch points, Junior M'I?"dldvjeSOIPhomoreclassification'
ore than e. fa td 'b' one of the required s u ent lacks not
e ziven conditional classificat. number of points, she wiU
For S . Ion.
. emor Middle sta di
In.one of the courses outl~ mg,. fifteen completed points
pomts except one through t~ne:' I.ncluding all the required
sary. .Completionof a re e umor Middle year, are neces-
year high schoolwill ordigul~r course of a standard four-
~~~~~c~wodrkwill entitle :~~~:e:e;t sthe~econditions. If
ar -Belmont. 0 emor Middle stand-
For entrance to the .
Ward-BelmontD' I Senior-Class the ttai
be possible ip oma at the end of th ah amment of a. e sc 001 year must
SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR
AND CERTIFICAT:~ADEMIC DIPLOMAS
Sixteen Points CpLASSICAL COURSE
rep(U'lato T .
siz P~ribed: Six points . ry, en Points CoUege
pomts Foreign 1 Enghsh (includin
Mathematics (in a~age (includin fiv g .Courses A, .B, and D)
pOint College a'stoCIUdlngCourse A) g e p.OIntsLatin), four point~
1 ry eight ' one point C 11, points elective. 0 e~e Science, one
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GENERAL COURSE
Sixteen points Preparatory, Ten Points College
Prescribed: Six points English (including Course A, B, and D,
E or F), four points Foreign Language, two points Mathematics (in-
cludingCourse III), one point College Science 01" one point College
History, thirteen points elective.
COLLEGE PREPARATORY COURSE
The College Preparatory Certificate is awarded to students who
have completed sixteen preparatory points in the Classical Course,
whohave earned a grade of B in each subject in the Junior Middle
year, and who have met the following requirements: Three or four
points English (to include Courses III and IV) j four points Latin;
two points French, or German, or Spanish; three or four points
Mathematics (to include Courses II (a), Ill, and IV (a». No single
point in a language is counted.
HIGH-SCHOOL COURSE
The High-School Certificate is awarded to students who have eom-
pleted sixteen preparatory points in the General Course-that is. the
work through the Junior Middle year-and who have met the follow-
ing requirements: Three or four points En,glish (to include Courses
III and IV); four points Foreign Language (no single point in a
language counted); one point History or Science; two points Mathe-
matics (to include Course III). Not more than three points win be
allowed for work in such subjects as Music, Art, Expression, Home
Economics, Stenography and Typewriting, Agriculture.
i
II. SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
This department offers to the special and general stu-
dent an opportunity for thorough and scientifictraining in
Expression. Its aims are: To help the student to "find
herself" and to realize her powers and possibilities; to give
such training as will develop her individuality; to train
the voice and body to act in coordination with the mind; to
teach the student how to think sanely and strongly, how
to read intelligibly and effectiv~ly; to teach her to repre-
sent a character without effort; to prepare young ~omen
for effective work as readers and teachers of ExpreSSIOn.
A weekly class lesson in Public Speaking is offered to all boarding
students without extra charge.
The work of this department is arranged below to cover four
years. The Special Certificate in the School of Expression is awarded
to those who complete satisfactorily the first two years of the pre-
acribed.eourse, and the Diploma is awarded to those who complete
satisfactorily the first three years of the course.
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E~pression C is designed for students i .
ereative and interpretative work method f nterested In advanced
and pt' ' S 0 teaching I tfagean ry. DIploma pupils will b' ' P a arm art
of this training as their time and d e given advantage of as much
Our special catalogue of th ~ ~ancement will allow.
information. e cool of Expression contains full
FIRST YEAR
Expression I, English IV and tw' '
fered in the Junior Middle Year f t~ e~echves chosen from those of·
. 0 e eneral Academie Course.
SECOND YEAR
Expression A, English A d B
fro~ those oft'ered tn the senl:~ Mlddtr ,M, and electives chosen
demicCourse to aggregate four points. e Year of the General Aca-
THIRD YEAR
Expression B, English DE'
offereg in the Senior Year ~f th.:rGF, and electlve~ chosen from those
gate four points. eneral Academic Course to aggre-
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
E.x~e8sion I.-First-Year Work-Co ..QualItIes of voice' read' . h . ) Prtnctples of Training:
and direct expression of ~~g ~lt ~eference to good use of the voice
harmonic gymnastics' .e oug t; voice and pantomimic problems'
th b d ' pOIse and bearing" •e 0 y from constriction. ' exercise for freedom of
(b) Creative Expression' E tdevelop personality' d . . x emporaneous speaking' recitals to
. th' ki ' ramatic rehearsal . f '
10 In 'n.g:; beginning! of lite t S In arce to develop freedom
Open to students above\hra ~r\ (story-telling); informal recitals.
Expression A I " e op omore Class.
I' .- • Prtnctples of T "ponstveneas, ease purity d I 'Mtntng: Quality of voice' re-
problems; dramatic r h v an me lowness; oral English' pantomimic
dramatic thinking (Sh:kearsal and criticism j harmonic' gymnaatics'
espearej ; Browni d •
. 2. Creative Wark' D . '. ng an the monologue.
una' t· . ramatlc mterp t t"~na IOn; story-telling' lite . re a Ion and training of the
matte rehearsal (comedY)" a rary.lnterpretation; platform art; dra-
Open to students who h p ntomima in problems and readings
E
ave completed E' .xpre88Wn B 1 '. xpressron I.
nance' f:- .' Pnnmples of Trai' . V . . .. ' use 0 VOice10 conver t' mng. cice training: reso-
t
a.rticUlation;dramatic rehear:al,on( and narration; viaible spee~h and
Ion' rise of th a e comedy)' d I .,, e drama; epoch f r ,eve opment of Imagma-
2. Creative Work' ISO Iterature.
original . mpe:rsonations i B .r . . arrangements from mod . n rowmng's monologue and
p etatlon of the Bible' drill ern lIterature or drama; vocal inter-
m
rehetsarSals;modern dr~ma' puob'"methods; pantomimic problems and
en . ' IC presentat' f' .IOns 0 orlgmal arrange-
3. Public Speak'of inter.s'" ~ng:Training in th... ree-minute speeches on topics
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E(Cpression C.-1. Interpretative Expression: Primary forms of
liter.ature, fables, folk stories, allegories, lyrics, old ballads, conversa-
tion, and story-telling. One hour a week.
2. Creative Expression: Interpretation of fonns of poetry or of
modem drama. This course is similar in design to Expression C.-I,
and is opened to students of the same maturity. One hour a week.
3. Creative Expression: A study of dramatic thinking; the fOnDS
of the drama; dramatic rehearsals from the sixteenth, eighteenth,
nineteenth centuries, and modern plays j impersonations or platform
interpretation and a study of the monologue. One hour a week.
4. Voice Training: Harmonic gymnastics; practical problems for
voice, body, and imagination. This course is designed for public
school teachers or for those purposing to become such, for those
activelyengaged in club work, or in any position where public speakine
is a necessity. One hour a week.
5. Pageanflry: Community festivals; correlation with history,
music, art, folk dancing, and domestic art; the development of alle-
gorical and historical pageantry. One hour a week.
I I
III. SCHOOL OF ART
The creative power, which, in a greater or less degree,
is the possession of every human soul, should be recognized
and cultivated, and that appreciation developed which is
the beginning of all growth of Art. The study of Art in-
volves the training of the eye, mind, and hand, and that
exercise of both skill and judgment which makes for power
in an individual and creates efficiency, no matter what the
calling may be. Thus understood. the study of Art should
have a place in every liberal education. The Ward-Bel-
mont studios are in the new Administration and Academic
Building, and embrace five large rooms with excellent light.
Students of college advancement. speciaJlizing in Art. are
seriously advised to elect History and Appreciation of Art
as one of their literary subjects. In every branch of the
School of Art the object is to make the pupil proficient and
to give her a foundation upon which she can build. The
methods of instruction are varied. and are such as have
been found to be the most efficient in developing the possi-
bilities of each student, and in giving her the. means of
artistic self-expression. The student is taught to.us~ and
develop her inate ability; she is taught to recognIze Ideas
and to evolve them to see facts, and to express them ac~ord-. • . . I don
mg to principles as well as to feehngs. Stress IS. al
the fact that intellect is more essential in art expressIOnthan
sentiment.
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STUDIO CLAsSES
1. Elementary.-The first st~ps in the appr~ciation of form. pro-
portion, lind values are, taken in this course. The work is done in
charcoal from simple still-life studies, which enables the beginner to
'l~arn the principles ofdrawing, the foundation of all "art expression.
II. Life Drawing.-The costumed model is used daily in the life
drawing class. After becoming familiar with their materials. students
are encouraged to begin work in this most interesting branch of Rep-
resentative Art .. 'I'he.models are posed to help the pupils in the study
of both composition and illustrations, and studies are produced in all
the different mediums-coil, water color, chalk, pastel, pen and ink,
charcoal, and clay. Quick sketching is practiced frequently, and is
most beneficialfor all students; and for those making. a specialty of
illustration, it is essential training in character drawing.
lII.' Costume De8ign.~Tlie work in Costume Design is planned to
give the student a knowledge of the application of the principles of
design to clothes. Every woman not 'only wishes to be but should be
appropriately dressed. If she thoroughly understands line, color, and
value, she will be able to 'use what she has to the best advantage. The
work in this course is in two parts: (1) the designing of clothes and
(2) the' preparation of these designs for reproduction in magazines.
IV. Clay Modeling.-Clay modeling is taught by the use of casts
and living models. Casts are used as models for the beginner; and as
skill is gained, work fr0n:'-t~e life model is encouraged.
V. Poster Advertising.-One of the most useful branches of mod-
em art is that of Poster Advertising. It embodies not only some
knowledgeof psychologybut also thorough familiarity with design
and color. Poster Advertising is closely related to other forms of art
expression. At present posters are a widely used medium of com-
municationbetweenthe government and the people; at all times poster
advertising is essential to business. The student is taught to weigh
the value of various ideas and to express the chosen idea in an effec-
tive and pleasing manner.
VI. Outdoor Sketching.-The campus offers ample opportunities for
outdoor sketching. Application is made of the principles of composi-
tion, values, perspective, and color.
VII. 'Textile Design.-There is an ever incr-easingdemand in Amer-
ica for good textile designs, and the making of these designs is not
only an interesting but a very profitable side of art work. The
course includes a study of the various kinds of repeats and their
application to silk, cotton, and woolen fabrics.
VlII. Interior Decor~tion.-The work in i~terior decoration is de-
signed to meet the needs of those who wish to plan their houses con.
venientfy, decorate them with suitable colors, and select and arrange
the furniture artistically and usefully. The principles of mechanical
drawing,"the theory of, color, and periods in furnishing are studied.
The pupils work out varioUsproblems in the arrangement and decore-
ticn of rooms•.
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IV. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
The Ward-Belmont School of Music possesses the com-
billed virtues of the Belmont School of Music and the Ward
Conservatory, both of which had long been the objects of
the high praise and the generous patronage of educated
musicians both in and out of Nashville. It is more than
a complete modern Conservatory of Music; it offers to music
students what all of them need-supplementary work in
English, Literature, and the Modern Languages. The "mere
musician," the talented player or singer who lacks general
education, will be to-morrow more than ever before at a
disadvantage, and will be regarded as just so much less a
musician. The best musical educators are agreed that gen-
eral mental discipline should not precede, but should con-
tinuously accompany, musical studies; and schools of music
are seeking what we have already at hand-intimate
affiliation with literary classroom work. Under our system,
musical study and practice are not allowed to suffer or be
crowded out, but the student is shown how she may become
both a cultured woman and a thorough musician. Our
musical faculty is now probably the largest and most ex-
pensively maintained one in any school for girls in America.
No teacher is chosen who has not had the best of advantages,
most of them in both this country and Europe, teachers who
.have supplemented graduation from the leading conserva-
tories with years of special study under the recognized
masters of two continents. All of them are tested teachers.
Pianoforte, Voice, Violin and other stringed instruments,
Pipe Organ, Theory, Harmony, Composition, the History
and Appreciation of Music, Interpretation, Ear Training,
Sight Reading and Chorus, Ensemble and Orchestral Work,
Repertoire and Memorizing,. and Faculty, Student, and
Artist Recitals-all -and more, take their appropriate places
and contribute to the creation of a wholesomeand inspiring
musical atmosphere. Such an atmosphere is possibl: n?-
where except in a large school where musical educatlOnIS
seriously undertaken by a faculty composed of test.ed pro-
fessional musical educators. Frequent student recitals are
.given, as are recitals and lectures by the faculty and oth~r
eminent musicians .. Pupils may attend the best concerts In
the city.· Operas are frequently given by excellent com-
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panies, and the world's greatest artists appear in Nashville
from time to time. The immediate and convenient value of
these advantages at our Owndoor will be the more appareut
when it is known that our students may have throughout the
season the great musical entertainments, but a very few of
which other Southern schools can enjoy, and these only by
means of travel and additional expense from the smaller
towns into the city. Certificates and diplomas are conferred
for finished work in this School.
Eighty new pianos, including eight Steinway Grands
and a Steinway Duo-Art Pianola, have been purchased
within the last few months.
Boarding students specializing in Music, Art, Expression, or Home
Economics are required to take at least one literary course.
Theory is required of all music students in the boarding depart-
ment who have not previously completed the equivalent of Theory
I. Credit for Theory I, if taken elsewhere, will be granted only on
the basis of an examination. Those who have such credit will be
assigned one of the following: Theory II, Harmony, Counterpoint,
History and Appreciation of Music, Ear Training.
I
!
CURRICULUM OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATE AND DIPLOMA
Pupils desiring to become candidates for Certificate and Diploma
must announCethemselves through their respective teachers not later
than October 20.
There will be held between February 1 and 15 and between May 1
and 15 examinations on the requirements for Certificate and Diploma.
The candidate must in February stand an examination before the fac-
uIty on one-half the technic required and one-half the unmemorized
repertoire. An examination on the remaining half of the requirements
must be taken between May .1 and 15.
Candidates for Certificate and Diploma must appear in public
recital at least three times during the session.
A two-thirds vote of the faculty is necessary to decide whether
the candidate has met the requirements satisfactorily.
REQUIRED COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN PIANO
Technic.-Major Scales played with both hands in parallel motion
through four octaves (minimum speed, 4 notes to M. M. 112); Thirds,
Sixths, ~nd Tenths, and contrary motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 100).
. 2. Mmor Scales: Harmonic and Melodic, played with both hands
In parallel motion (speed, four notes to M. M. 100).
3. Scale of "C," illustrating varied rhythms and legato, stac-
cato, and portamento touch~s.
4. Chords: Major, Minor and Diminished Triads Dominant and
Diminished Sevenths, all with added octaves. '
5. Arpeggios in various forms on Major and Minor Triads; Domi-
nant and Diminished Seventh Chords.
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bl 'I'hirds: Major Scales (each hand alone).6Doue I. IT.T'd
. D· tonic and Chromatic Scalesj al orne ria s,7 Octaves: ra C t d
'. ·'0 -Four complete Sonatas; fifteen ramer s u -
Piomo Compost~t n:tions at least four of them three-part; twelve
ies; twelve ~ac.h I?Ve Cho' in preludes; four selections from Schu-
Czerny studles ; eight '~lS Without Words"; four modern ormann' four Mendelssohn songs
semi-;lassical pieces. did t f the certificate must be thoroughly
H -A can 1 a e or . el d. ).armony. . d ml modes (harmonic and m 0 IC •
familiar with the maJo~ an f :~:~: and seventh chords, their inver.
intervals; the constructI~n 0 . The candidate must be able to recog-
sions and thorough bass gures iti f triads and dominant sevenths,
. d fundamental pOSIIOn0 • • d
mae, by soun , . f triads (not contammg a rna u-and to transpose any succession 0
lation). . f the certificate must have had
History of Musk-The ca~dldated or t have acquired a musical
f H· t of MUSICan mus th .one year 0 IS cry '. . mmon use and err
vocabulary embracing the musical terms III co
abbreviations. . didate for certificate must
Ear Training and SOlfegg~o:-T~dC~:lfleggio.
have had one year in Ear Trammg rtificate must be able to
Sight Reading.-The c~ndidate. for ~he c~o~eratelY difficult duet
play at sight: hymns; either part ~ tnce). accompaniments for
(Kuhlau or Diabelll Sonatin~s,. for ms a ,
moderately difficult songs or violin solos.
REQumEMENTS FOR EXAMINATION
d . ragraphs 1-7, above.1. Technic as state In pa I t Sonata. one movement
toi Onecompee, I2. Unmemorized Reper zre.- without any assistance; two po y.
of a Sonata, to have been prepared rt' ntiom one Cramer study;
f them a three-pa mve, tudy'phonic pieces, one 0 • from Schumann; one Czerny s •
one Chopin prelude; one selecti';\h t Words"
one of Mendelssohn's "Songs I au t' f a Sonata' one Bach
toi One movemen 0 ,3 Memorized Reper tre.- . .
. d emi-classIcal pieces.
invention; four rno ern or s • d Diabelli Sonatinas; an
. H . Clement! an4. Sight Read'mg.- yrnns,
easy accompaniment for a song.
TE IN VOICES UDY FOR CERTIFICA
REQUIRED COURSE OF T . d Minor Arpeggios;
Technic.-Major and Minor Scales; MdaJo~:~iminuendo on single
dimi ndo· crescen 0 a . t' letsscales crescendo and Immue, t s·,n"';ng. scales m rip •
• . I t and stacca 0 fI" , I •tones' illustratlOns of ega 0 • Sieber Behnke, Sa va
' St d· from VaccaI" n sVocal Compositwns.- u les. two oratorios, ten so g
L mpert!· two operas,tore Marchesi, Concone, a h d English schools.
from the Italian, German, Frenc ,~n voice perfectly even in its
The candidate must present a c ~::s impe~fections. The inton:.
scale, free from tremolo or other sert and the breathing must e
tion must be pure and accurate,
diaphragmatic.
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Sight Reading.-The candidate must b bl
part of a given hymn, any song not contain! e ~ sing at sight any
must be able to play hymns and . ng dIstant modulationI accompantme t to 8';
c~ t songs on the piano; and must h fini n s moderately diffi.
Plano. ave nIshed the third grade in
The requirements for Harmony H" t
and Musical Vocabulary are the sa~ IS o.rypO! Music, Ear Training
Th did e as In rano 'e can 1 ate must have attended th h .
one year. e C orus rehearsals for at least
. REQUIREMENTS FOR EXAMINATION
1. Technic as stated above.
2. Unmemorized Repertoire._Two studies
Salvatore Marchesi, two from Concon T from Vaccai, two from
an opera and one from an oratorio. e. we songs, one selectionfrom
f 3. Memorize~ Repe1·toire._One selection
rom an oratorio: eight songs. from an opera and one
REQUIRED COURSE OF ST ok . • TUDY FOR CFRTIFICATE IN VIOLIN
e mc.-l. MaJor Scales, two and th .
octaves (minimum speed f ree, and Mmor Scales two
2 S I ' our notes to M M 100) •. ca es illustrative of legato sni " .
long~heldtones, crescendo and d ' ptccato, martele, staccato and
3 Ar . ecrescendo '
. pegglOS:Grand two d th .
bowings. ,an ree octaves; various rhythms and
4. Schradieck violin technic S· .
Violin ComposiUo S.· evcfk Bowmg Studies, Op. 2 Vol II
f
ns.- IX solos (emb . h '" "one 0 which must be a ri . racing t e seven positions)
certo by Rode, Kreutzer pvt~~pa~ ~ve~ent (first or last) of a Con.
ard; one complete Sonat bO t e. ?rlOt, or another of equal stand-
poser; four other standar: t .ardlnl, Tartini; or other classic com-
or Concertos' ten sm II c assical pieces or movements from Sonatas
h M ' a er concert pi dy aeaa, Kayser Kre tz reces; an selections from Studies
Sight Read" u er, and Fiorillo.
b p ·mg.-The candidat t b
y leyel, Viotti, Or sonatas f the mus e able to play at sight duets
The candidate mu thO e same grade of difficulty.
D s 'ave stud' d Mont, (plleparatory to Kreut ) ie azas, Op. 36, Vols. 1 and II,
-The:requirement . H zer, and Kreutzer Studies.
ar th s m armony H' to f Me e same as in Pian ,IS ry 0 usic, and Ear Training
The candidate must ~~ve t
for at least one session t 8btended orchestra Or ensemble practicesments to solos of mOde;a~u~. e able to play on the piano accompani~
grade in Piano. e Ifnculty, and must have finished the third
REQUIREMENT1. Tech . S FOR EXAMINATION
2 U me a~ stated above.
T '" nmemo'7"/.zed ReperfxJire_o
artlm, or other classic com . ne complete Sonata by Nardini,
been prepared without pos~r; one movement of a Sonata to have
movementsfrom Concer~~;' :ssIstance; two other standard ~iecesor
three smaller pieces of ,ne Kreutzer Study; one Fiorillo Etude;
concert grade.
I
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i. Memorized Repertoire.-One movement of a Sonata; one prin-
cipal movement of a Concerto; four modern or semi-classical pieces.
4. Sight Reading.-Easy duets of Pleyel, Viotti, etc.
REQUIRED COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN PIPE ORGAN
Technic.-The requirements in manual technic are the same as
in Piano, excepting that the range of Scales and Arpeggios is adapted
to the organ and that the minimum speed for special technic is con-
siderably lowered.
Organ Compositions.-Eight shorter preludes and fugues of Bach;
two sonatas of either Mendelssohn, GuiImant, Merkel, Rheinberger or
a modern composer; six selections from Eddy's Church and Concert
Organist; ten standard compositions, five of which must be by modern
English, French and American composers.
Htarmony.-A candidate for the certificate must be thoroughly
familiar with the Major and Minor Modes (harmonic and melodic);
Intervals; the construction of Triads and Seventh Chords and their
inversions; and must be able to harmonize figured basses or given
melodies, both in writing and at the keyboard; to modulate between
related keys; to recognize, by sound, fundamental positions of Triads
and Dominant Sevenths and to transpose any succession of Triads and
Dominant Sevenths (not containing distant modulations).
Sight Reading.----'rhe candidate for the certificate must be able to
play at sight the following: hymns, arranging and registering them
suitably for congregational singing; moderately difficult accompani-
ments for anthems and solos; short trios for two manuals and pedals;
a quartette in vocal score, four staves in G and F clefs. The candi-
date must also be able to transpose a hymn or chant one tone above
or below the original key.
The requirements in History of Music and Ear Training are the
same as for Piano.
The student must have an adequate knowledge of the construction
of the Pipe Organ, and must have had at least one half year's experi-
ence in Church or Chapel service playing.
REQUIREMENTS FOR EXAMINATION
1. Technic as stated above.
2. Unmemorized Repertoirre.-Two preludes and fugues of Bach;
one complete Sonata; one movement of a Sonata, to be prepared with-
out assistance or instruction; three standard compositions.
3. Memorized Repertoire.-One standard composition.
4. Sight Reading.-As stated above.
REQUIRED COURSE OF STUDY FOR GRADUATION IN PIANO
Technic.-Major and Minor Scales, with both hands. iJ1 pa.rallel
motion through 4 octaves (speed, 4 notes to M.M.182) ; ThIrds, SIxths,
and Tenths, and contrary motion (speed, 4. notes to M.M. 132).
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2. Diatonic and Chromatic Scales in velocity and varied rhytlun;
also scales illustrative of the legato, staccato, and portamento touch.
3. Chords: Major, Minor and Diminished Triads; Dominant,
Minor, and Diminished Seventh Chords; all with added octaves.
4. Arpeggios on Major, Minor, and Diminished Triads; Dominant,
Minor, and Diminished Seventh Chords; in all positions.
5. Double Thirds and Sixths; Major and Minor Scales (each hand
alone); Chromatic Minor Thirds.
6. Octaves: Diatonic and Chromatic Scales; Arpeggios of Major
and Minor Triads and Chords of the Seventh.
Piano Compositions.-Two complete sonatas, one to be prepared
without assistance; one complete concerto; four preludes and fugues
from "The Well-Tempered Clavichord"; at least half a Bach partite
or suite; eight selections from Chopin; six selections from Schumann;
twelve selections from Czerny, Op- 740, or Clementi's <lGradus ad
Parnassum"; eight selections from Moscheles; three selections from
Liszt; six selections from modern or semi-classical composers.
HarmonY·-The candidate for graduation must be able to recognize
at sight and to name all kinds of Triads, all kinds of Chords of
Sevenths. Chords of Ninths, and augmented Chords in compositions;
to recognize by sound all kinds of Triads and their inversions, the
Dominant Seventh and its inversions; to harmonize any melody not
containing distant modulations by means of Triads and Dominant
Sevenths; to transpose any hymn or any ordinary composition not
containing distant modulations.
History of Music.-The candidate for graduation must have had
two years of History of Music, and must have acquired a musical
vocabulary embracing the musical terms in common use and their
abbreviations.
Ear 'Training.-The candidate for graduation must have had two
years in Ear Training and one year in Musical Form and Analysis.
Sight Reading._The candidate for graduation must be able to play
at sight most of Mozart's Sonatas and the easier ones of Haydn.
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<, REQUIREMENTS FOR EXAMINATION
1. Technic._AlI as stated in paragraphs 1-6 above.
2. Unmemorized Repertoire._One complete Sonata studied with
a teacher; one complete Sonata studied without assistance; one Bacb.
fugue or a difficult movement of a suite; one selection from Chopin;
one selection from Schumann; one selection from Czerny or Grad~s;
one selection 'from Moscheles; one selection from Liszt; one selectIOn
from a. modern or semi-classical composer.
3. Memorized RepC1"toire._One principal movement of a Concerto
and one complete Sonata; one prelude and fugue or two difficult move-
ments of a Suite or of a Partita; one selection from Chopin; one selec-
tion from Schumann; six selections from modern or semi-classicalcomposers.
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D COURSE OF STUDY FOR GRADAUATIONIN VOICEREQUIRE . .
. . and Minor Scales' Major and MInor arpeggios
TeC'hmC',-MaJ~r than required for ~ertificate; double octaves with
at a greater spee h f ding and
· d d diminuendo' one prase 0 ascen
a seml~~one t~:ssc.e:c~le:n in seconds, triplets, and fourths; trilIs illus-
~::~::sIno~ stacc;to and legato singing; chromatic scales ",
iti Studies from Mathilde Marchesi, Panofka,
Vocal composi Ions, . SIt d f~om Famous Com-
Lamperti. 4<100 Vocali;s fo~ ~~ ~~~c::~, :w:c;ratorios besides those
pose~s," by EdUt~rfidote a~:~~teen songs from the Italian, German,studied for cer 1 ca ,
French and English schools. . .t
' t lear voice perfectly even m 1 sThe candidate must presen a c, . perfections the intonation
f f tremolo or other serIOUS im , :_
scale, ree rom d the breathing must be diaphragma .
must be pure a~d accurate, :d~date must be able to sing at sight any
Sight Readtng.-The ca t " distant modulations, and beh ny song not con ammg
part of a ymn, a , ts to more advanced songs onable to play hymns and accompammen
the piano. . ti Voice must have finished theThe candidate for gradua Ion m
fourth grade in Piano. H' t ..... of Music Ear Training,
The requirements in Harmony, IS O'~"P" n '
b I ethesarneasm ia o.
and Musical Voca u ary ar tt d d the chorus rehearsals for two
The candidate must have a en e
years.
REQUIREMENTSFOREXAMINATION
1. All Technic as stated above. om Mathilde Marchesi,
2. Uwmemorized: Repertoire.-OnefkstudYdfor ne selection from //100
ti from Pano a an .one from Lamper I, one d one from an oratorio, one
Vocalises " one selection from an opera an
, . h t . tance four songs. daria prepared WIt ou aSSlS , I t' from an opera an one
3. Memorized Repertoire.-One se ec Ion
from an oratorio; ten songs.
FOR GRADUATION IN VIOLIN
REQUIREDCOURSE OF STUDY h octaves and Minor
. SIs two and tree , M' t:Technic.-1. MaJor. ,ca e , seed four notes to M.M. 120); inc
Scales, two octaves (mfntmum t P ecessarily so fast.
Scales also in three octaves, no n, rt Ie and long-held
f I to spiccato, rna e ,2. Scales illustrative 0 ega,
tones, crescendo and decrescendo. d bowings
I' rled rhythms an .
3. Major Sea es In va. irds Sixths, and Octaves. .
4 Scales one octave, In 'I'htrds, t ear various bowmgs.
· , dtDandthreeocav, Chdstwo5 Arpeggios: Gran , W • • • bed Seventh or,
· D . t and DIIDlnIS6, Arpeggios on omman ,
oct;~e~evcik bowing and technical st~~~essonata' by Handel, Vi~t~
Violin Compositions.-Two ceodm~thout assistance; onehcSomnPa:a'
. t be prepar plete Bac 0 ,Nardim etc., one 0 't s etc. one com
Concert~ by Wieniawski, Vleux emp, .,
Page fiftv-tlwe.
five large concert numbers; at least ten smalle .
senting the classical, semi-classical and romanrtjconoohrtpieces, repre-, C se ools.
The candidate must have studied Kreutzer F' 'II
Beriot, together with complementary technic m 'to >Od
r1
0, Rode, De. . en lone above.
Szght Readzng.-The candidate must be able to la .
tas by Haydn and Mozart, the less difficult S ~ y at sIght Sene-
and other violin music of similar grade. one as by Beethoven,
The requirements in Harmony History f M .
ing are the same as in Piano.' 0 usrc, and Ear Train.
The candidate must have attended orchestra nd
sals for ~t least one session, and must be able a ensemble reh:sr.
accompaniments to more difficult solos. to play on the plano
The candidate for graduation in Violin t
fourth grade in Piano. mus have finished the
REQUIREMENTS FOR EXAMINATION
1. All Technic as stated above.
2. Unmemorieed Repertoire.-One com lete S .
teacher.; one complete Sonata t di d Ph onata, studied with a
S
' s u re Wit out assistanc . B
onata; five concert selections' b I . e ; one ach
selection from studies of KreutzerY F~ a~~raIRand modern composers;
3 M . ' 101'1 0, ode, and De Beriot,
. emorized Repertoire On " I
Sonata; one principal move~ent 0; aP;~~~IPa movement of a Bach
ski, Vieuxtemps Bruch etc .. t ~ard Concerto, by Wieniaw-
semi-classical, a~d modern ·;ch::l~~ncert pieces, representing classical,
4. Sight Reading Th didmovement from a S~nata e oca~ 1 tte
h
must be able to play at sight "a
, r ue s y Mazas, Viotti, Spohr, etc.
REQUIRED COURSE OF STechnic -Th . TUDY FOR GRADUATION IN PIPE ORGAN
. e requirements in manual t h . th
Piano, excepting that th ec me are e same as in
to the organ Th . ~ range of Scales and Arpeggios is adapted
. e minimum speed for d 1 techni (
Arpeggios) is considerably lowered. pe a ec me Scales and
Organ CO'mIpositions-Tw dchorales of Bach. two' to a va~ced preludes and fugues and two
Rheinberger or ~ne so SOtna asdof either Mendelssohn, Guilmant, and
, na a an a symphon f W'dcompositions, five of them b m .y 0 1 or j ten standard
composers. Y odern Enghsh, F.rench and American
Harmony.-The candidate f d'miliar with all kinds f h d or gra uation must be thoroughly fa-
or any given melody-°toC or
d
s; be able to harmonize any figured bass
ways; to improvise ~r I~o ulate between any given keys in various
theme; to transpose e \ es and interludes freely or upon a given
taining distant modulatio - ymn Or any ordinary composition not con-
d a ions: to reco . ban their inversions ad' h ~llze y sound all kinds of Triads
Sight Read' " n t e Dommant Seventh and its inversions.
'mg.-The candid tof intermediate grad f a e must be able to play at sight trios
of vocal score in fo: 0; two .manuals and pedals; short selections
l' saves lD C, G and F clefs; to transpose a
Page fiftY-four
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short passage in reduced score to any key within a Major Third above
or below. the original; to make an effective adaptation of piano
accompanIment.
The requirements in History of Music and Ear Training are the
same as in Piano.
REQUIREMENTS FOR EXAMINATION
1. Technic as stated above.
2. Unmemorized Repertoire.-Two 'preludes and fugues of Bach;
one complete sonata; one movement of a sonata or equivalent, to be
prepared without assistance or instruction; two standard compositions.
3. Memorized Repertoire.-Two standard compositions.
4. Sight Reading as stated above.
DESCRIPTION OF THEORETICAL AND HISTORICAL COURSES
THEORY (MUSICAL ESSENTIALS) )
Course I.-In order to provide fitting instruction in the first essen-
tials of music for beginners, or pupils who have pursued musical in-
struction but for a short time, a special theory class is organized
in which the necessary rudimentary knowledge may be acquired. The
pupil is" taught the rudiments of music by keyboard and blackboard
work, which supplements the music lesson and greatly aids and stim-
ulates progress. A thorough knowledge of the material covered will
be found of invaluable aid in many practical ways-stimulating the
pupil's progress and furnishing a musical foundation, without which
advancement in the acquiring of a musical education is impossible.
Training is given in Notation, Signs, Scale Formation, Keys, Meter,
Rhythm, Intervals, Terms, etc., the aim being to familiarize the pupil
with the essentials of musical knowledge. Text: Tapper's First Year
Theory.
Two hours a week.
Course H.-This course is a continuation of the first course in ele-
mentary theory. It is open, however, to more mature music students
who have had no previous theory work. The work consists of material
from text, music writing, dictation, ear training. The subjects in-
clude Notation, Symbols, Meter, Scales, Keys, Intervals. Chords,
Terms, Elements of Form, Embellishments, Abbreviations, the orches-
tral instruments, etc. Text: Maryott's Essentials of Music.
Two hours a week.
EAR TRAINING AND SOLFEGGIO
Discriminative hearing is indispensable to a musical educatio~. and
must precede or accompany all lines of music study. The arm ~f
this course is to teach the pupil to think in tones and t~ so tram
the ear and the musical feeling that one may learn to sm~, name,
write and play what is heard; and to recognize and appreCIate n~t, hod hythm"
only the melodic effects of music, but the arrDODlCan r .
also No other branch of music study will be found so helpful In the
acq~iring of proficiency in reading and hearing music as that of ear
Page fiftY-five
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HARMONY
Course I.-Beginning Harmon 'I'hi .
mentary Harmony in preparatio Y'f IS IS a first year course in Ele-ning with scales, keys intervals ~h or. more- advanced study. Begin.
nant seventh chords ' Exerci ' . e tr-iads and their inversions, domi-
lodi . crses In ear training T fme leg and basses' simpl t . . • wn mg rom easy
training in which th .el IranspoSlhon and. modulation; keyboardth e PUPl earns to make ti Ie material studies. Text. Ta ,. prac lea application of
students who have complet~d T::a~~ FIrst Year Harmony. Opento
Two hours a week.
Course A.-Intennediate Harmon T"
more advanced students th y. hIS IS a first year coursefor
cate applicants. Intervals a~riCourse I, a~d ,is req~ired of all certifi-
Dominant and Dimi . h d S ads and their inversions; chords of the
C d nIS e eventh their . .a ences, modulations chord '. l~verslOns and resol'!1tionsi
close and dispersed Pes.t. connections 10 four part harmony in
ti 1 IOns. Stress is pI d .on of melodies F' d ace upon the harmonise-
Practt . rgure and unfigured b Iractical application t k b . asses are a so presented.
original work. Text: ~had: ~,ard; SImple compositions analyzed;
ard treatises. e s Harmony, and references to stand-
Open to students who hav
missionto any colleg t d e completed theory and by special per-
Th h e s u ent well advanced in music.
ree ours a week.
CQurseB.-Advanced· Harm .
Secondary and Dimi . h d sony required of all Diploma Applicants.
Chromatically Altere~lSC~ eventh Chords; Chords of the Ninth;
traneous Modulation' S ords;. Augmented Chords; Cadences; Ex·
Organ Point; Form 'A usp~nslOns; Passing and Changing Notes,
cises involVingthe ha~a~y~lS.. T·he work consists of written exer-
unfigured basses' th ntIzatlOnof melodies, chorale, figured and
ori' I ,e con rapuntal t t ..gina work and th . rea ment of a gwen subject!
Text: Foot and Spa~~:;~y~S of material from the ~eat composers.
adem Harmony. 'I'reatisea referred to
Page fifty-';'
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include those of Chadwick, Norris, Prout. Goetachius, Jadaseehn,
Reber. Dubois, and others.
Prerequisite, Course A. Two hours a week.
Course C.-Harmonic Analysis. A study of the forms and har-
monic material used by the composers of the past and present. The
devices employed, principles governing them and the general struc-
tural forms are carefully considered, enabling the student to explain
the construction of musical composition. Text: Cutter's Harmonic
Analysis.
Courses A and B prerequisites. Two hours a week.
Course D.-Counterpoint. The first half of the year is given to
strict counterpoint of the different species in two, three and four parts.
The second half-year is devoted to free counterpoint with special
emphasis upon florid counterpoint in several parts.
Prerequisite, Courses A and B. Two hours a week.
Course E.-Advanced Counterpoint. Double, triple and quadruple
counterpoint, and modern treatments of contrapuntal methods. This
is designed to develop a technique in smooth part writing and to pre-
pare more fully for the study of composition.
Prerequisites, Courses A, Band D. Two hours a week.
Course F.-Elementary Composition. This consists of original
work in the simpler periodic forms of composition,instrumental and
vocal, and is in preparation for more advanced study. Compositionsof
pupils which are of sufficient merit will be performed in public.
Prerequisites, Courses A, B, D, and E. Two hours a week.
Course G.-Canon and Fugue, and the simple and complexforms
of instrumental and vocal composition. The work of the pupil is
expected to have sufficient merit for public performance. Open only
to those who have completed Harmony and Counterpoint and
Course F.
HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF MUSIC
Course I.-This is a general survey of the evolutionof music from
earliest times to the end of the nineteenth century, with emphasis
upon the composers of the classic period, offering invaluable aid to
musical understanding and appreciation. The work consists largely
of lectures, supplemented by material from text, collateral reading,
notebook work. The following subdivisions are considered: Pre-
Christian Music; the Christian Era to the Contrapuntal Schools;
from Lasso and Palestrina to Handel and Bach; the Contrapuntal,
Classical, Romantic Schools of Composition. Numerous illustrations
are given "in the classroom by means of sound-reproducingmachan-
isms. Lectures upon the following subjects are also included: "How
to Listen to Music," "The Sonata Form." "The SymphonyOrchestra:'
"The String Quartet." Text: Hamilton's Outlines of Music History.
Open to students above the Sophomoreyear. Two hours a week.
Course ll.-This is a continuation of the first-year course. During
the first half of the year a more extended and critical survey of the
music by the great masters of the nineteenth century is made, and
Page fifty·seve'T1
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the tendencies of present-day musical art are considered at rength.
During the second half of the year special emphasis is placed upon
a more elaborate study of the Opera and the modern schools of com-
position. In addition to a critical and biographical study. the works
of the composers are considered, as regards their methods of construc.
tion. Programs of visiting artists are studied, and the subject of
musical aesthetics is considered. Illustrations are afforded by means
of the Victrola and the Duo-Art Pianola.
Open to students who have completed the first course, and by per-
mission to any advanced music student. Two hours a week.
CourseA.-This is a course in Musical Appreciation dealing with
the music of the great masters from the time of Bach to the present.
based upon a study of form and content. It is designed to enablethe
general student to understand and enjoy the highest types of musical
literature through a knowledge of the aesthetic and psychologicprin-
ciples involved in their development. Especial emphasis is placed
upon the composers and periods that affect present-day musical life.
The work is given by means of lectures, material from text, collateral
reading, reports and digests of assigned topics. The programs of
visiting artists are studied. Abundant illustrations are given by
means of the Steinway Duo-Art Pianola and the Victrola. Text:
Mason'sAppreciation of Music.
Open to college students. No prerequisites. Three hours a week.
V. HOME E'OONOMICS
The courses in Domestic Science and Domestic Art are
designed to give young women such information concern.
ing the management of the home as will enable them to
regulate, 'Comprehensively, economically, and artistically,
the functions of the home, including cooking, serving, car-
ing for the sick, marketing, menu making, food combina-
tions and values, and to do so with absolute certainty of
accurate, successful results.
HOME ECONOMICS CERTIFICATE
The Home Economics Certificate is granted upon the completion
of the first two years of the course outlined below. It is intendedas a
practical Coursefor students who wish to become efficient housekeep-
ers and home makers.
HOME ECONOMICS DIPLOMA
The Home Economics Diploma is granted upon the completionof
the fUl.lthree-year course offered below. It is intended for students
who.Wlshto make a more thorough study of Domestic Science,Do"
mestlc A.rt, and kindred subjects.
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE CERTIFICATE
The Domestic Science Certificate is granted up~n the com~leti~nof
the first two years of the course outlined below,WIth. DomesticSCience
B and Chemistry B added, and all Domestic Art omitted.
DOMESTIC ART CERTIFICATE
The Domestic Art Certificate is granted up?n the' com~letionof the
first two years of the course outlined below,with ~omes~lcArt ~ and
S ' Middle elective added and all Domestic SCIenceomitted.one ernor' ,
FIRST YEAR
Domestic Science I; Domestic Art I; and t?e eq~ivalent of three
points, chosen from subjects offered in the Jumor Middle year of the
General Course.
SECOND YEAR
Domestic Science A; Domestic Art A; Chemistry A; Physiolo.gy
and Hygiene; and one point chosen from subjects offered in the Senior
Middle year of the General Course;
THIRD YEAR
ti Art B' Chemistry B; and theDomestic Science B; Domes IC , . ff d i the
equivalent of one and a half points, chosen from subjects 0 ere m
Senior year of the General Course.
Description of Courses in Domestic Science
A tud of the principles 01
Domestic Science 1.-(a) Co.oker:v' f ~ / materials. Practical
cookery, composition, and combination 0 00
and experimental work.
. . nd S nitation The planning, care,
(b) Home Admin"!'8tr'!twn a . a. of 'the home. Drainage,
furnishing, heating! hghtm
f
g, vertIiat:ga sanitary standpoint.
water supply, and disposal 0 was e ro
Laboratory, two double periods a week; lecture, ODe hour..
. d Ex erimental Work 'l.7t Cook.
Domestic Science A.-Practtcal a,n p ro erly balanced meals,
t/rll of Foods. Planning and Servmg. of food roduction and man...
Study of the costs ~f foods and m;r~e~;:.~ rnaki~g budgets, keeping-
ufacture, home duties, division 0 I C 'k' lecture, three hours.
of accounts. Laboratory, four hours a wee , Ish
. tics Study of the proper noun -
Domestic Science B_1. Diete .. di id als in health and disease,
ment of the individual or groups of m. IV}a~d its needs at each stage
including a study of the huma~ arv standerda as influencedby occu-
of development. Maki~g o~ dietary ; various diseased conditions.
pation, age, weight, SIze, income,d~:ons
Preparing meals to meet these con I I h d f home care of the sick
2. Home NU7sing.-The correct rne\:. 0 sick-roommethods, con-
Care of patient and room, baths and;~s l:fg'disease, relief in emer-
ta~Qn and disinfection, first symp b d gm' g Food in relation to
th . lured and an a •genciea, first aid to e tnJ •
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Description of Courses in Domestic Art
Domestic Art I.-Instruction and practice in hand and machine
sewing; the use of sewing machine and its attachments; use of com-
mercial patterns.: , Laboratory, four hours a week, lecture one hour,
. Domestic Art A.-1. A continuation of Domestic Art I, with spe-
cial instruction and practice in cutting and fitting. Laboratory, four
hours a week.
2. Lectures and discussions in history and development of textile
industries; the names, widths and prices of textile fabrics. Lecture,
onehour a week. \
Domestic A1't 8.-1. Practical work is a continuation of Domestic
Art A 1.
2. Instruction and practice in pattern drafting, modeling and de-
signingpatterns in paper.
S. Practice in making and covering frames; the preparation of
bindings and bows; making and trimming hats.
Laboratory, four hours a week; lecture, one hour,
ND BA R Ew L M o
disease, kinds of diet, invalid cookery, and preparation of trays.
Referencework.
Laboratory, four hours a week; lecture, three hours.
I
I
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VI. PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The building of the body, its training for both utility
and grace, and its protection from disease and weakness,
make the department of Physical Education one of the
greatest importance. The gymnasium, the swimming pool,
the tennis courts, the basketball, hockey and athletic fields
provide ample equipment for conducting this importsnt
work. The swimming pool, twenty-three by fifty feet, is
constructed of white tile, and equipped in most modern
fashion for convenienceand sanitation. Physical training
is given free of charge to boarding students, and is required
of them for at least two periods a week in every year. A
physical examination is given each boarding student at
the beginning of the session, and a record is kept of the
conditionof the individual. From this record each student
is advised as to when to take exercise, and the kind and
amount best suited to her needs. All work is done under
expert supervision.
The work of this school includes the various phases of
Physical Education. Practical gymnastics, gymnastic
games,folk dances and games, and fencing form an impor-
tant part of the indoor work. The value of aesthetic danc-
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ing as a means of acquiring grace and bodily poise has been
recognized of late years. Ano~her and very important
branch embraces practical work in outdoor games, basket-
ball, hockey, and field sports. Because of .the greater hy-
., lue of outdoor exercise, fully two-thirds of the work
r.e:~~:~n the open. Frequent opportonities are afforded
for horseback riding. Throughout the depa~~nt the e~-
. are suited to the precise needs of the individual pupil,erClses . th h .caland the constant aim is to bring each girl nearer e p ySI
ideal.
The work consists of gymnastics. folk dancing, swimming,athleti~a
d thletic games. for which there is no charge; ,and of aesEthebc
an ad' di f which a charge IS made. . very
~::;~:;~ ~:;:~~::t s;~~~gthr:: periods a, weekEinhPhYSiC~ltr~:;
, . e in gymnastics, the other two elective. ac, m~rnm2'.
~~~'::ather permits twen;y m~nut~s outdoor e~er~ls~ ~l r:t~u;::~
At least six class lessons m swrmmmg are require 0
who have not learned to swim.
No course will be considered completed by any stu~entdnor km~,nY
d rt t until the requrre worshe be graduated from any epa men f ach year of her
Physical Education shan ha-:e bee.nc~~ple~~ ;:r~will be adapted
attendance. In case of. ~h.yslcal ~sab~ht ~t The required P.hysical
to the needs and cepebilittea of t e sue . h er ear
Education for College students cohunts as onetoC~~~~~aO~~l;ge~int:
and may be combined with a two- our course
PLAYGROUND SUPERVISION
. t hOldwelfare and a realize-
An awakened conscience re~abve 0 c Iwholesomerecreation for
tion of the social and economic value dofth playground movement
both young people and adults hasdrna ~ fo: trained workers, bothone of national i~por;ance: The eU::~IYexceeds the supply, and
voluntary and paid, m this field ~ 1 1 The course embraces
makes the course one of great practdca o::;eMovement. Playground
the History and Scope of the PlaYf t d the Nature and Func-
Organization, Administration and ,Con uc 'P'In. Sewing RaffiaWeav-
Th tical work includes am ,tion of Play. e prac 1 • ti in Folk Dancesand Games;
ing and Story-Telling; normal Instruc IO~ d Swimming .
, d Athl to Games' Athletics an .
Gymnastic an e IC '0 d ts Two periods a week.
Open to Senior Middle and Semor stu en °
TWO YEAR NORMAL COURSE .
. d above a two~years' course IS
In addition to the work outhn? I' .' Physical Education. It
h . h to specla Ize IIIoft'ered to those w 0 WIS e de artment only, and as prere-
is open to students of the colleg , p Ch Mistry must have been
. hOh hool PhySICS or equisite a course m 19 ~sc
completed.
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FIRST YEAR
THEORY
Physiology (2)
Anatomy (2) .
History of Physieal Education.
Personal Hygiene and Emergencies
(21
Principles of Voice Development
(1) •. (2)PlaYlground Supervision
One Senior Middle Elective (3)
PRACTICE
Gymnastics
Marching, Folk and Aesthetic
Dancing
Elementary Fencing
Gymnastic and Athletic Games
Field and Track Athletics
Swimming
Horseback Riding
SECOND YEAR
Physiology of Exercise. General
Hygiene (3)
Anthropometry. Physical Diag-
nosis (2)
Applied Anatomy. Practice
Teaching (2)
Training of Body and Voice (1)
Psychology (3)
One Senior Elective (3)
During; each year eight periods a week in practical work arerequired.
Gymnastics
Marching
National, Character and Inter_
pretative Dancing
Advanced Fencing
Gymnastic and Athletic Games
Track and Field Athletics
Advanced SWimmingI
/
BUSINESS AND SECRETARIAL COURSE
Among other results of the present war unusual condi-
tions of great economic significance have arisen. Women
are needed in increasing numbers to fill places in industry
and commerce, and must depend more upon their own
knowledgefor the direction of business affairs. Requests
have come for an opportunity to secure in Ward-Belmont
environment training to fill clerical positions requiring a
knowledge of stenography, typewriting, bookkeeping, and
business methods, and secretarial positions based on skill
in stenography, typewriting, and good English. To meet
this need a two year course has been planned, open to High
Schoolgraduates or in exceptional cases to fourth year High
Schoolstudents. The completion of this COursewill entitle
the students to a certificate.
First Year.-Business English, Typewriting, Stenography, Book-
keeping, Business Arithmetic (half Year), and one elective which is
advised to be French or Spanish.
SecondYear.-English A and B OrM, Commercial Correspondence,
Economics and Sociology, Stenography, Dictaphone, Multigraph, andone elective.
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POINTS OF INTEREST TO PATRONS
Handsome, well-equipped buildings and beautifully planned
grounds.The students enjoy the use of a bea~tiful and commodious country
clubhouse at Woody Crest. the Ward-Belmont farm.
The residence halls and the academic building entirely separate.
Intelligent watchman constantly on duty.
Steam heac, modern plumbing, city sewerage.
Sterilized, filtered water runs ice·cooled to hygienic drinking foun-
tains on every fioor.
Well_equipped Domestic Science laboratory.
Light, -eiry dining halls. and scientifically equipped kitchen and
bakery.A diet. table is maintained for those adjudged by physicians or
the trained nurse as requiring such special care.
Milk, butter, poultry and vegetables largely supplied from Woody
Crest.Gymnasium, with shower baths and swimming pool, free to all
students.Roof garden among the recent improvements.
Visitors received in the central parlors, not in residence halls.
Men callers received by written permission from parents addressed
to the school.
Sunday visiting discouraged.
Student social rooms maintained in every dormitorY.
Students are not to leave the campus without permission of the
management.Students not wen enough to study or recite must go to the in-
firmary.City correspondence allowed only on written request from parents.
Taste, economy, and propriety in dress are the subjects of con-
stant care.Borrowing and lending firmly discountenanced.
The pupil's needs in personal spending money are fully met in
a monthly allowance of ten to fifteen dollars.
Every resident student is expected to provide her,.lf promptly
with song book, Bible and other books for regular school use.
Neatness and order are expected of all students in the care of
their rooms.Chafing dishes and electrical appliances will not he allowedin the
students' rooms. Rooms are provided for this purpose.
One teacher for every ten re6ident students.
Classes amall enough to guarantee adequate individual attention.
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A tutor is provided at moderate cost for students who need coach,
ing to enable them to keep up with their classes.
Music teachers all conservatory trained under the best masters
in America and Europe.
Eighty pianos including eight Steinway Grands and a Steinway
!DuoArt recently purchased.
The Star Entertainment course offers unusual advantages in lee-
tures, musical recitals, concerts.
Loyal alumnae, enthusiastic student body, excellent school spirit.
Ponies are kept at WoodyCrest for the free use of the students
when visiting the Ward-Belmont country club house.
Testimonials of character and health must accompany or follow
each new pupil's application for admission.
Discipline in Ward-Belmont is simplified by a modified form of
Student Government.properly safeguarded by Faculty supervision and
cooperation.
Parents or guardians who register students accept all the con-
ditions in this catalogue.
Except when they are in the Nashville homes of near relatives.
pupils from a distance are required to board in the school.
A student who is found to be out of sympathy with the spirit and
ideals of the school may be asked to withdraw even though she may
not have broken any formal rules.
Rooms in the boarding department are assigned in the order of
application, and early registration is advised. Every room in the
residence halls was taken last year before fbe opening.
With the exception of a few single rooms, which may be had at
extra cost. each bedroom is for two girls. and is furnished with single
beds, separate closets, and other usual comforts.
Windows and doors of residence halls fitted with metal weather
strips and copper screens. thus protecting against winter cold and
summer insect annoyance.
Every provision against fire-regular fire drills, fire escapes, fire
extinguishers, fire hose-though there is no fire in the buildings ex-
cept in kitchens and bakery.
Boarding: pupils are not allowed to visit in the city. except with
the approval of parents and the school management. Permission is
not granted to spend the night in the city, except in the home of
near relatives or that of an official of the school.
Ward-Belmont does.not lend money to students. Drafts made by
students are honored by us only in cases of emergency or upon the
written request from parents or guardians.
Student body of 1918-1919 represents the best homes in thirty-
four States and Panama, thus affording the broadening educational
advantages of a nation-wide acquaintanceship.
Practically every State north of the Ohio from New York to
Oregon is represented in Ward-Belmont. Climatic conditions and
educational opportunities are such that nearly one-third of our student
bodynow comesfrom the North.
I
I
I
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er school regulations from the moment
Boarding students ar~ und '1 their departure from the city. Par-
of their arrival in NashvIlle ~ntI . with the school, g:rant social or
ents should not, w~thout c~t e:e~~:ethe student enters or after she
other permissions In the CI y
leaves school. . b llding is maintained under. . the mam U1 1A modern Infirmary In .\ h are too ill to meet schoo.' and pUPIs w 0 A
Professional supervision, . t d of in their bedrooms.d for here lOS ea fappointments are car~. . tained on the grounds or use
remotely isolated hospital IS also mam
in case of need. b ce of reasonable length, necee-
Schoolwork, missed because ?f a sen d up if possible, under the
sitated by the pupil's illness, WIll sbea:n:o:xtr~ charge. Work m~ssed
direction of Ward-BeIItt°nt teacher. der tutors specially provided,
for other reasons will be made up un ,
at the pupil's expense. di h u1d be written and
ts guar rena S 0All permissions of paren or bi ct to the approval of the
addressed to the management an~ ~:e o~upJa~entspupils are still sub-
management. Even during the VIS~~ust meet all regular classroom
ject to the rules of the school. an
or studio appointments. b ks deposit slips. checks,
, h it stem of pass 00 ,The school bank, WIt I s sy f the spending money
rt t only cares or kand monthly balance repo s, no k bank account, draw chec a,
of-students, but teaches them ~ow t;ai::P aWe are not responsible for
and conduct their own finan~Ial ~n ou; vaults.
money or valuables not depOSitedI f hostess who is always
Each residence hall is in the chargeh0 ~ire time to the training
I d who devotes er en . te sandaccessible for counse , an . ch uestions as appropna nee d
of the girls of her household m su q . the bedrooms. In a wor ,
simplicity in dress, neatness and orde~m officeof the refined mother
these hostesses undertake to perform e
in a Christian home. to cooperate with the school
Parents and guardians are requestedtudents should be prese~t the
in securing good regular attendan1lce.11
8after the Christmas hobdaYtal'
f _l.. I and at ro ca . t as and un 1opening day 0 SeuOO 011call before Chris m d a-
and should remain for the last r encement day. Much e uc
the student body is dismissed on commment season. and no student
t th commencetional value attaches 0 e ted
should miss any part of it. d Panama were repllesen
hirt four States an . Arkansas,
The following t 1. v- d-Belmont: Alabama, ~rlzona, a Kansas,
during the past year m ~ar ,Georgia, Illinois, In~lana. IO~ississippi,
California, Colorado, Florldahusetts Michigan, Mmnes~ta, New York.
.Kentucky, Louisiana, Mbassakca NeV:Jersey, New MeXDlcOk'otaTennes-
, 'M ntana Ne ras • I· South a , .Mlssourl, 0 , I ·a South Caro ma, .., WisconsIn.
Ohio Oklahoma, Pennsy van~ , D C. w.est VIrglma,• . .' Washmgton, . ,see, Texas, VlrgInla,
Panama.
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CONCERNING CHARGES AND TERMS
II
I'
In what follows we have named the lowest terms con-
sistent with the accommodation, equipment, and high
quality of teaching furnished. We are prepared to prove
to the satisfaction of the discriminating that though Ward-
Belmont is, in the class to which it belongs, not an expen-
.sive school, compared with schools offering similar advan-
tages it will be found to be several hundred dollars less
expensive. The charges are for the whole school year, and
reductions cannot be made if the student for any reason,
except the long illness of the girl herself, is withdrawn
during the year. As Ward-Belmont's rooms are much in
demand before the opening, and as applicants who would
take the rooms for the whole year are often crowded out
by previous applicants, it is neither ethically nor legally
right for an earlier successful applicant to withdraw and
expect the return of fees paid or due. Hence, in accord-
ance with the uniform custom of other reputable schools,
pupils are received for the entire session or part of session
unexpired at time of entrance. No reduction will be made
for absence immediately preceding or fOllowingthe Christ-
mas vacation or during the first four or last six weeks of
the term; nor will reduction be made for absence during
other periods, unless the student is absent on account of
her own illness and for at least five weeks, when we shall
divide equally with the patron the loss for the enforced
absence.
Ward-Belmont has no confidential terms, and no one is
authorized to negotiate with prospective patrons except
upon the figures and terms named in this Catalogue.
I
EXPENSES AT WARD-BELMONT, NASHVILLE, TENN.
The school year consists of one term, beginning September 24, 1919,
and ending June 3, 1920, with a "Christmas vacation of approximately
"The school buildings are dosed dur-ing the Christmas vacation,
but provision is made for the board and care of pupils durfnz thisperiod at $15 a week.
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d for the whole school year.
two weeks, and the charges ahe:~I:~~etW:r~nstal1ments, in September
The year's expensest.ar;y pa~ stated below.
and January respec rve , ld b forwarded with the
. ti fee of $25 shou e th
An advance regtstra IOn '11 b credited as a prepayment on e.' hich amount WI e
application, w b t is not subject to return .
•cboolaccount, . u hall tuition in two or more subjects
Board, room, WIth bath on ; (Including Latin, French, ~er-
in the Literary Depa~men 1.. Athletics, Swimmmg,
man, Spanish), ~~yslc~l ;;:~~l;gspeaking, weekly. class
weekly class trammg In kl I se demonstrations m In-
training in Bookkeeping, w:e Y c ~ girls in a room, each
terior Decoration, use of LIbrary, wo $600 00
occupant .
b I e on January 1.Payable $400 on entrance, a anc .
. uites of two WIth con-d tc as above, in rooms In S irls in a~:~~n~~ath, or in rooms with priva~ ..~.~~~~.. ~.~_.~ _ $750 00
room, each occupant ······ 1
e balance on January .
Payable $500 on entranc , ti bath are available
. f two with connec ng . . f which*Single rooms in suttes 0 b d and literary tuition, 0
hat $850 for oarfor one occupant eac
$550is payable on entrance. h 11 are available at $650
A few single rooms with bath on a
h . I for boardand $700. '1 hI at $550 for eac grr
A few double rooms ar: avar a5 ~ payable on entrance.and literary tuition, of WhICh$37 IS tras (the equivalent
k rk in two or more ex 37) and cannot
Students who ta e wo. hours credit--see page Ite ry subject
of at least two points or SIX than the one required ~l era sums for
find time in addition for more ith of the above-mentioned
will be credited with $50 on er er . of
"board, etc," . k are allowed a discount
Clergymen in active ministerI~r ~~:rse and twenty per cent on
One hundred dollars on the regu •
iti inextras. for board and tui IOn •
E h of the above-named fees to health, and the
ac ., so necessary . h all of
eludes Physical TralFnlng~h German, and Spamsu- tras "
modern languages- ren, charged for as ex .
which in practically all s~o~~h::; extra cost, as are we~k1~
Swim:ning is also in~lude dW1SpeakingVoice, v.:eeklDYco~:_
in POise an d InterIOr ecclass lesso~s . Domestic Science an. Valuable ad-
demonstrations in in Bookkeepmg- Our
tion, and weekly c1a~d~:I:~nt general curriculum.
ditions to the Wa twogirls,may be had
h n occupiedeach by n entrance.---;-;rhese single rooms,tof which $4.50is due 0
at $650 for each occupan ,
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purpose is to reduce the number of "extras" by including
in the curriculum without extra charge subjects usually
required for graduation and many beneficial to all students.
It is thus evident to one considering these features and the
vast additions made to equipment and Faculty during the
last few years that the charge for boarding students is re-
markably reasonable. It is the policy of Ward-Belmont to
include in the regular charge abundant provision for health
in physical culture, every literary requirement for gradua-
tion, and the essentials for a broad culture. The charges
listed below under "Extras" are made for those who wish
to specialize in the subjects named or to supplement their
work along those lines.
,THE OTHER FEES REQUIREDI Due on En'brance"Star Entertainment Course __.__.__ __.__ $ 6 00Infirmary fee, simple medicines and nurse's attention (exceptwhen a special attendant is necessary) _ __ 4 00
Use of house linen (see page 19) __ .. 10 00
I EXTRAS (IF TAKENj-{]HARGES PER SCHOLASTIC YEARPayable three-fifths on entrance, balance on January 1.Piano, individual lessons, two per w:eek. $115 00Piano, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Goodman 200 00Piano, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. HenkeL 125 00
Voice, individual lessons, two per week. _. 125 00
Voice, individual lessons, two per week, with Signor De Luca.... 225 00
U8e of practice piano, one and one-half hours per day, per year
(each additional hour, $10) .
Violin, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Rose _ .
Pipe Organ, two lessons per week with Mr. HenkeL .
Practice on practice Organ, one period per day, per session .
Practice on large Organ, one period per day, per session .
Orchestra class, free to violin pupils .
Rudimentary Theory .
Theory, Ear Training. or History of Music _ .
Harmony and Pedagogy in class, each .
Harmony. individual lessons, two per week .
Sight Reading, in class................. . .
20 00
140 00
150 00
30 00
50 00
20 00
10 00
15 00
25 00
80 00
20 00
"In addition to the several really great concerts and lectures which
ma;ybe heard in Nashville dur-ing the year, Ward-Belmont will present
to Its students dur-ing the session ten or more entertainments at a
cost of $3,000 to $5,000. embracing' some of the best in Music, Art,
Expression, and Literature. This small fee will enable the students
to hear these entertainments at a rate much lower than if they paid
for individual tickets.
Page si:r:tll-eight
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75 00.. st and second year. regular course........ 85 00
jjomesttc SCIence,fir .
Domestic Science, third ~ear ':: ········~h··~~~;~e.per year........ 15 00
Materials used in Domestic geience, ea . ,. 75 00
DomesticArt. ODecourse '."':";j~"per year each $15) 100 00
Art, two periods per day (extra perio ..: _ :......... 50 00
. d Greek each ·············· ::~100 00
ltahan an , d ar regular course ··· 00
Expression, first and secon ye , 125
Expression. third ~e~r course :............. 30 00
Playground sup.ervlslon :::..... . 25 00
Riding Club, twelve rides.. . . 100 00
physical Education Normal Course. 30 00
~~v;::~~n~nd···T;~~;;it·i~~~~::~~::~::::.:~~-···::~ :~~ :.. ::.. ~: ~:~: :~~~~;
ite two hours a day ············· 50 00
Use of typewrl r, ix or more ·············
Bookkeeping, in elaases of 5 hemi try $10- laboratory fee,
Laboratory fee. for students of C e~1l18 , ...~........................... 6 00
for students of fBiOlO~e~:ss~~s~~s~~k~~; or wastefulness). 30 OQ
(Extra charge or un ifled limits ·
Laundry within liberal, but speer
--.- ...-...-..... .. .:::::::::::::::::::::.1~ ~~
g~;~i~~~i:;t:..~~~~:.:::~~:~~~:~~~~~~:~~~::~~~~::................. unexpired at
. ion or part of session . th
Pupils enter for the entlr~ sess'n be made for time los: durmg etime of entrance. No reduction WI t rID' nor win reduction be mad~
first four or last six weeks of the e 't in cases of the protracte
for absence during other periods, ~x~~~ loss will be shared equally
illness of the student herself, whek t the student for five weeks orwith the patron if the Illness has ep
more out of the school building. d on January 1. and are sub-
School bills are due on entrance an
ft these dates. . n Art or. ct to sight draft a er h 1 f Music ExpresslO ,
Je kl t f the Sc 00 0 '. addressFor special boo e s a f W d~BelmontVIeWS.
for a book a ar LHome Economics, or BELM.ONTSCHOO ,
THE WARD- H. hts Nashville, Tenn.Belmont eIg ,
July 7, 1919.
PtJ~fl SixJy-nine
·Decealled.
I
I
Baker, Roxy Lee... . ..... Indlana
Bell. Lillian Allee. . .... West Vlrgf nf e,
Bertram. ala Fal'ley.. . .. Mlssourl
Blackburn, Harriet Points Indiana
Bjlaa, Mary r.ccree . . .. Indlana
Bock, Florence.... . .... Mlssisslppl
"Br-own. Marlon. . .. Nebraska
Buchanan, Mary Olga Arkansas
Chenault, Sue. . .Kentucky
Clower. Willie L.. . Texas
Cloyd. MIldred Jeanette. . .. mtnors
Compton, Catherine Weller .. MississIppi
Compton. Mn r-y EUzabeth. .trexas
Crawford, Annie Beth. . .Alabama
Davenport, Frances Epps ..... Louislana
Douglass. Helen Miriam. . .Minnesota
Driggers, Jetty Ann 01~lahoma
Fisher, Minnie June. . trunere
George, Louella. Marlee. .Olctanoma
Gibbs, Cecile. . .Texas
Gray. Cordelia. . Missouri
Grider, Gladys. . ArIzona
Griffin, Jamie. .Tennessee
Hanlon. Mary EdIth. . ..... Iliinois
Heidelberg, Bessie L.. . .Mississippi
Hibbett, Mary Neal.... . ... Tennessee
Hibner, Mary EllIs. . .... Pennsylvanla
Hodge, Lois EugenIa. . .. Loulslana
Holland, Mabel Donna. . Texas
Hughs, Harriet Addle Texas
Hurst, Lucy Genevieve. . Te:o;:as
Hutchinson, Helen :Marian Loulsiana
Jones, Jimmie T.. . .. Arkansas
Ken. Sibyl Francis. . .. Texas
Kerns, Irene N.... .Kansas
I
A(Jams, Margaret. ..... Kentucky
Adams, PaulIne.. . .. Arkansas
Allen, Elizabeth Eve Georgla
Ammerman. Helen.... .. Ohio
Andrews, Louise Alabama
Armstrong. Geraldine Shafer Indiana
ArrowsmIth, Imo Eugenia. . .. IllinOis
Asbury. May Loulsiana
Ashe. Mary :Marshall New York
Bailey. Margaret Livingston .... Illinois
Baker, Mary Elizabeth. . .Texas
Baker, Mary Ruth. . Missourl
BIlI'nes, Chl'lstine Kansas
Barrett, Catheri ne Claire Ohio
Bascom. Jess......... . Kentucky
Bell, Clara Mohun Texas
Birks. Helen Eo..... . Illinols
Blossom, Thelma.... . Indiana
Born. Ellanna ...............•... Texas
Brewer, Ellen Ruth Illinois
Brewer, Mary Judith Vlrglnia
Britt. Elizabeth... . .. Alabama
Buck, Katharine... . .... MIssoUl·i
Buffington, MaxIne. . .. Oklahoma
Burgess, Elizabeth Loulslana
Burns, Florence. . . . . .Wisconsin
Butts, Pauline... . Oklahoma
Capron, Elizabeth. . Illinois
Chapman, Helen. . Missouri
Kerns, Paul1ne........... . .. Kansas
I{[liebrew, Helen Elbabeth ... Tennessefl
LaFollette, Mary Catherine .. Tennessee
Lampton, Adine Terrell Mississippi
Lovin. Frances Haisey. . Arizona
Lucas, Frances Helen. . .Texas
Lucas, Louise Henrietta. . Texas
Marks. Louise N.. . . Texas
McComb. George Holloway Kentucky
Meeds, Charlotte Marie Ulsslsslppl
Montgomery, Frank A Mlssissippi
Moore. Dorothy Evelyn. . ..... Texas
Morrison, Margaret. . .. Georgla
Overman. Eilzabeth. . .Nebraska
Page. Ruby. . Georgla
Parker, Jewel. . Texas
Rapp, Heien Louise. . Indlana
Ray. May Rosa....... . Texas
Rosenbaum, Clairee H Mlsslssippl
Scott, LUCille Marjorie West Virginia
Shaw. Hazel Mlchlgs.n
Shaw. Leta. .. Michigan
Sidebottom. Marie. . Tennessee
Sledge, Catherine Valllant. .. II:Ilssisslppi
Spl'lnger, Charlotte Latham Illinols
Strahan, Frances A Iowa
Suetholz, Hilda Kentucky
Swllley. Mlldred Lucile.. . Texas
Titus. Mary Ellen. '" .West Virginia
Tone, Mal'garet. . Texas
Vicars. Llia. . Virginia
Webb. LUlle Vaughan Tenneasee
Wllllams. Sophia....... . Louislana
Wimberly, Lucy Lee.... . .. Alabama
Woods, Ellzabeth Lisle Kentucky
Cheshire, Thelma Wall. .. Tennessee
Clar, Myrtle Totten Kentucky
Coggins. Elizabeth. . Tennessee
Cohn. Mary H. . .. Indlana
Colby, Mildred.. . Oklahoma
Cole, Bernice... . IllInois
Cole, I{atheryn... . Mlssourl
Connor, Elizabeth Tennessee
Coolidge, Mary Elizabeth. . .Arkansas
CooPer. Jean........ . IllinOis
Cooper, MarjorIe.... . Illlnols
Craig. Gladys Isabelle ..•....... Ililnois
CraWford, Corrie May... . .. Alabama
CraWford, Mary Ann Illinois
Dalton, Mary lone Mlssouri
Darnall, Helen Frances Tennessee
Dawson. Margaret...... . .KentUCky
Douthit, Helen Frances. . ... Texas
Draiss, Sybil 0.... .. LOUisiana
DulT, Pauline ......•............ Illlncis
DuKate. Beula L Mlsslssippi
Duke, Mary LouIse..... .Tennessee
Duncan, :Mary Frances. . .Kentucky
Eaton, Helen J......... . Illinois
Ellls, Martha Elizabeth Louislana
Elverson, El[zabeth S Pennsylvanla
Embry, Eilzabeth. . Tennessee
Eversole, Dorothy. . Kentucky
Fisher. Edna.... . Tennessee
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Tennessee
Fleming, Esthe~tki~~~~·.· .. ·.·.Mlsslsslppl
Ford Eleanor ... Tennessee
Ford: Ida Neal..····· .. ·· KentuckY
Forgy, Velma ":' nuocte
Gale, Julia Lore~teEmza:beth Mlssourl
Garner. Mar~are .• , .Mlsslsslppl
Garnett. corl~~IZ~'beth ., Illinois
Gary, Helen ' ., ....•.. Indlana
Gilman, Gra.ce W ··•·· Texas
Gossett, Sara Lela.. . Iil1nols
Graves, Eslher.. . Iowa.
Grulke, Maude.. . .. ,Tennessee
Hager, Louise. ., Alabama
Hall, Grace · Oklahoma
Hall, Mauree.... . Arkansas
HarriS, Dott · Texas
Harris, Eloise ···· beth Nebraska
Harris :Margaret Eliza Te-xas
HarriS' Man' Frances ····· 'N~braska
Head 'Lmlan Eloise ·•·· 'KentuckY
H t' Laura Shirley .. ······· Texas
H:~r'ne, Marianb '!"he~~~ne'" . ~1:i~;ls5IPplHendriX, Ellza e. .... .Ohlo
Henry, Verna Irene.· .. ··· .Texas
Hervey B,~ryl ··· Texasnuue. . Dorothy '.T'e'u"nessee
Hollinshead, Margaret.... . Arkansas
Holmes. Bet~lUnla. . . 'Tennessee
Hunter Paulme ······ Ar!<ansas
Jefl'l'les' Della ·· 'j:'" .•• Missouri
Jenkln~, Veda; rsvcose lne. . .... nuoore
Jobson, Ellen Clair. . .Texas
Johnson Annie Claire. ArkanSaS
JOhnSOn', Emma MUler.. . :Loulslana
Johnson, Ruth ... ···· ... .Tennessee
Jones, India. Coleman. . .KentuckY
Judy, Elisabeth.. . .. Te-xas
Keene Anna Rose. . .Iowa
Keith: Allee Cole.. .. p'e'~~~Ylvanla
Kelley. Florence Shaw. .. . . Arkansas
King, Susie Louise.... .Oklahoma
Lee. Mamie Josephine. . .Colorado
Leonard. Frances.. . .Louislana
'Lewls Murle · .. · Missouri
LOng,' Mildred · .·S~~thDal~ota
Loonan, Maurine.. . Illlnols
Mal Florence... ArkansaS
Ma~n Pearl ············ Missouri
. Mars~lIIes. Allee Adelia , Illinois
Marx, Ruth B ... ········· S'o;';th Dakota
Matson, Carrie B W'a'shlngton, D. C.
Maupin, Lois ··· Tennessee
Ma.xwell, ChrIstine ····: Texas
McCelvey. Ruth ···· .Kentucky
McCormack, Gladys.. . .Loulslana
McDade, Julla Allce. . LouIsiana
McDade, SadIe ... ·· M~~ion GeOrgia
:~g:~~~~lrx:~~~ l\iarle ··· :~~~~::~
McKemie. Kathari~~ti-;a:~I~~·.·.I(entuCkY
McKinney, Nancy ... 'l.'exas
McKnight. Mary.···· . ~colorado
McLean, Gladys ... ·· .. , .Texas
McUullen, KathrYn.. . .... Iowa
McQullkln, Marjorie. . Louisiana
Meares, Mamie Gray·· " .. Missouri
Moore, Catherine ·· .I(entuck)'
Moore Luelle · .Arkansas
Moore: Margaret .... ····· .. KentuckY
Moore, Mary Marvin ··· ., .Indlana
Moore, Vera · . .Texas
Moore, Willie Lois ····
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WARD-BELMONT MATRICULATES 1918-1919
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SENIOR CLASS
SENIOR MIDDLE CLASS
Moser, Dorothy. . .... Oblo
Murdock, novena. . Tennessee
Nelson, Emma........ . Mlssourl
Newsom, Gladys Louise Tennessee
Oliver, Lucile Barbara. . 'J:ennessee
Ozier. Marjorie...... . 'rexaa
Peck. Laurena.... . .New Mexico
Peck. Marguerite........ . .Kentucky
Perkins, Esther...... . .. rutnois
Perlstein, Eleanor..... . .. Texas
Pig-g, Wilma. Lee..... ..KentUCky
Prather. Evango::line. . .. Texas
Pritchett. Margaret. . .Georgia.
Reese, Genevieve.... . .. Kentucky
Regensburger. Sarah. . .. Texas
Renne, Dorothy. . Illinob
Retlcker, Virginia... . Illlnois
Roberts, Celeste. . .Missouri
RobInson, Eva... .. Tennessee
Robley, GlIda.. . .... rutnots
Roel,hold, liols........ . .cutttcrnte,
Rullman, 's-eeeeruce.. . .... Missouri
Rullman, Myrtle...... . .. , .Missouri
Russ. F'ra ncaa , . Florldai;~;~'rl~~~::~::~.··: I:~:;:
Sandlin, aacree.. ~~..~~.I;I~I~~I~
Sanford, Norma..... .Loulslana
Scanlon, MarY.:.. . .Oltlahoma.
Scott, Ml1dred . . . Oklahoma
SimPSOn, Annie Carroll ... Illlnois
smtnser. Henrietta... Texas
Smith. Agnes Frances Callfornla
SmIth, FIances Lyday. . Illinois
Smith, Marjorie , ..
SmIth. Ruth Margaret ... , .ArkaI~~a:
Stanbro, Dorothy Belle W~s't' 'i"i~glnla
Stealey, Carline. :: Illinois
Stein, El1zabeth. . Iowa
Stone. Frances .... ·.·· .Tennessee
Stuart, Eleanor Vance. . .• Indlana
Swartz. Miriam. ... . .... Indlana
Sway:>:ee, Mary.... . .. , ArkanllO.s
'I"allman, Louise... .Texas
Tuylor, Eleanor ... M······ Texas
Taylor. Margaret eans:: Missouri
Thornton, RIta ..• · West Virginia
Todd Luclle . .. . : Illinois
Towr:send, Nellle Fern Texas
Tucl<er, Artie Mae.. . .. Alabama.
Tynes, Margaret Oklahoma
VernOr, Florence :::::. Louisiana
Vincent, Celeste · 'Ie:o;:as
Wall. Cynthia ······ .. I{entuCky
Webber, Mary Kenner. . .. Mlssourl
Weber. Frances ·::: Florlda
Wedeles Irene ······ Tennessee
WellS. Margaret··· .. ···::::: IlIlnoIS
Wenzelmann. J<lSSI:;lte' Texas
Wessendorfl', Margu . Louisiana
White, Mary Louise ·.·.·.Nebraska
Whitehead. DorothY··, Pennsylvania
WIlson, Elizabeth :·.· Texas
Wilson, Mabel.... .., Texas
Witherspoon, LucIle ... :::... . Te::<RS
Witte Ora ..... ······· Tennessee
Wright, Annie LouIS~::: ..:. . .... Iowa
Wright. FlorenCe. .Arkll.nsas
Yeatman, Maurine .....•..... Louisiana
Younse, ShirleY··""
Mississippi
Abbey, Janie Maye . . Missouri
AIkins, Erma.' . . . Texas
Alexander, Mary RitchIe. :illlnois
Anderson, Anne. . i .... Texas
A man, Bessie .'p~nn8ylvanla
A~~uck'le. PriscIlla ··· ~ Texas
Baker, Elizabeth K ··
Page seve.nty-on,
COLLEGE SPECIAL CLASS Indiana
Bartel, Florence. : .... Illlnois
B rger Mn.ude. .. Missleslppi
Brank~nstein, Le.ona.,::::·· KentU<lkY
Boswell. Cla~~~ile''':''''", .A~~~~;~
~~~~~h:~rY R.... ······ .. 'Iud
Burton, Sara.h.,.·
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Byrn, Will Allen... . .... Tennessee
Betterton, Sarah. .Tennessee
Campbell, Genevieve. . Iowa
Carroll, Florence. . .. Michlgan
Cheshire, Thelma. . .Tennessee
Cloutler, Marvyl. LOUisiana
Conover, Mary Francs. . , .IlllnOls
Crabtree, CatherIne C, Kentucky
CurtIs, Mary E.. . Texas
DeSwarte, Dorothy WIsconsIn
Dekle, Lucle Neal. .. Florida
Doudna. Ruth. • Nebraska
Douthit, Mary, .trexas
Dul'!, Luallla.. . .Mlssou 1'1
Eason, Sidney. . Tennessee
Ensor, Bertha.. . Tennessee
Gracey. Maur·lne. . Florida
Greenwood, Janet. Louisiana.
Haynes, Amella...... . .Kentucky
HaYcraft, Fl'anees. . Kentucl<;y
Heberer, Anita. . Texas
Hermann. Norma. . MlssOUI'!
HlII, Jacqueline '" West Virginia
Hoge. Mary. . Tennessee
Hocker. Mary n.. . MIssouri
Horn. Elise. . MississIppl
Hosmer, Electra. . Michigan
Hous<l, Annie James Tennessee
Hummert, Nor-ma,, . Texas
.renktna, Winnie Arkansas
Keeling, Ardis Dean. . .. 'I'exas
Kerr, AUe<ln. . Texas
Kimbrough. Beuiah Mississippi
Koen, Mlldl·ed T<lxas
Lindsey, Allee Hail. .. Tennessee
LOVin, Frances. . Arteona
Lyman, LIJlIa .. , IllInois
Mason, Mary Louise. . Indiana
MacBane, Kathryn West VIrgInia
McWliliams, Mary D.... . .. Alabama
Merrlfle[d, Mary Lillian Arkansas
M<llkle, Florence Iowa
Mercer, Annie.... . Alabama
Minnis, Jew<ll. Arkansas
Moberly, Georg[a. . K<lntucky
Montgom<lry, Virginia New Jersey
Moore, Olga Fay... . Indlana
Moor<l, Saille Beth Louisiana
Moore. Willie Lois.. . Texas
Morrow, MarIan. . .. Miflsourl
Morse, Corinne. . .Tenness<le
Muncie, Mary... . Tennessee
Murray, Maxine Indiana
Nelson, Vivian l\f1ssourl
Ncr-r-Ia, Inez Oklahoma
Odum. Eleanor Georg[a
Oldham, MarguerIte. . Kentucky
Ozlel', Marjorie. . Texas
Parks, Charline... . Mlssouri
Payne, Georgie K .. .' Texas
PIgg, Wilma Kentucky
PIgford, Ruby May MIsslssippi
PoYnter, Eleanor Indtana,
PrIckett, Thelma. .Loulste na
Reeder, Bess Alabama
ROWland, MayHne Al'kansas
Rutherford. Ruth Kentucky
Sale, Mary R.. . .. 01,lahoma
Schlwe tz, Elilmbeth Texas
Scott, Mildred. . Oktnhomn
Seelbach, Marie _•.. Kentucky
Shanklin, Laura. . Mlssourl
Sharp, Virginia C. . .. Ohlo
Shaw. Ethei Ma.rlon, . . Texas
Silver', Mary Ellen. . Texas
Sledge. Frances Texas
Stnotatr, ZOla. . Indiana
Skiles. Helen. . Il[lnOis
Smith, Anabel. . Texas
Stephens. Ada Louisiana
Stewart, Mary M Alabama
Stoner. Mal·gare!. Pennsylvanla
Tay[or, Margaret E Illlnois
Turner, Floss Texas
Wilbourn, Hazel. Arkansas
Wlies, Thelma. . Missouri
Wilson, Gladys. . MissIssippi
Wilson, Hel<ln Illinois
Wilson, Josephine. . Pennsylvanla
Wine, Ruth. . Illlnois
Witt, Hertha Iowa
Witte, Elsa Missouri
Waldrop, Eula
Walton, J..oulse.
Warren, Luelle ...
White, Margaret..
..... Alabama
.. J1llnols
. .Texas
.. Texas
JUNIOR CLASS ... Tennessee
rutnote Martin, Elizabeth. . .Tennessee
· ..... : :Illlnois Matthews, MarIan... . .rcwe,
Tennessee McGowan, Margaret. . ... Florida
·.Misslsslppi McMurray, Florrie.
· .. Tennessee ercwnueme. Era. .. :~:~~~::::
... Mississippi McWilliams, Jim. . .... Tennessee
. ... Arkansas McWilliams, Lor.a ..
... Texas McWillIams, Peal'! 'w~~r~~:~~f~
· Florida Morgan, Oretha. .. . Texas
..... Tennessee Napier, Estelle. . Indlana
· .trenneesee Olive, Florence.. .West Virginia
·Tenn<lssee Peery, Mildred. . MIssissippi
.... Tennessee Pet-kfna, EdIth. . Kentucky
· .. Tennessee Price, Christln<l.. . Kansas
· .Ok[ahoma Radel', Ruth. ..Tennessee
· .. Indiana Rawls, Martha..... . .Loulslana
· .A\aba~a Regard. Celeste... .Tennessee
. Kentuc Y Roberts, Edith. .Kentucky
. Tennessee Rogers. Ma g'da.len e;. . .... nnnore
. Illino[s Runlcle, Anna....... Tennessee
.Tennessee Selley, Mattie Ruth "W~;t Virginia
Kentucky Shanklin, Luelle.. see
· . :: Kentucky sneuon. Lyda.... . ... "6~r:l~~ma
...... Texas :>m[th, V[rglnla. Tennessee
Tennessee SmIth. Martha W... . .... Tennessee
.... Arkansas Stapp. Mozelle. . .. Tennessee
Texas . ".rhompson. Kathryn... . .. : : Tennessee
.. :T'e'n:nessee j'r-abue, OlIvia...... . Texas
. ... Texas Turner. Ab[gall.... see
., .rruncte Warner. Martha.. . .. i~ennnt~sCky
. .. nunote Watson. Eulala........ . 'Wlsconsln
. ... Illinois We[nbrenner. Kathryn nnnote
· KentuckY Williams, Marion. . nuncrs
. .Tennessee WhIPP ie, Ellzabeth.... ..::: .. Iowa
. ... Tennessee Witwer. Jeannette ... ' 'Iennessee
· .Tennes5ee Woolwine. Mildred.. ·:.Arkansas
: :~:~~::::: Wrisk, Paui[ne .....
",['fleck, Mildred ..
"'ntrlm, VIrginia.
Barker, Inez.
Beard, Hilda .....
Bond, Mildred ..
Bock, Ray .
Buchanhan, Mabel ..
Burke, H. Billie.
Chnmbliss, MIldred .
Clement, Rachel .
Cowden, Ruth .
Davis Catherine.
DObs~n, Sadie Polk ..
Donoho, Mary Neal.
Driggers, lIIary Ellen.
Duffey. rreue .
Dunlap. Helon .
mccles, Elizabeth.
mnglish, gm-a .
FUlton, Blanche .
Godwin, Loutse .
Gorman, Ruth.
Garrett, Katherine
Gr'aves, Laura Lee·
Haggard. Locne
Hale, Eugenia ..
Han, Elsie.
Hyman, Helen .
Johnson, .reroteen .
JOhnston, Frances ..
Johnston, Ruth .
Keaton, Fern .
Lehman, ElI"'abeth .
Liggett, Elizabeth ..
Ligon, Amella.
Love. Anne Greyson.
Lowr)', Eilzabeth ....
Mann, Cleo.I,
SOPHOMORE CLASS ... KentuckY
. I JudY, Anita. .Tennessee... Mlsslsslpp King Mary A.. ·.·.· Lou[slana
:~~~~::e'M~JI~~~.r: . . .... Texas Lane' Elizabeth. .: :Tennessee
Ba~tlett, Ada. Lee. .Tennessee MaddOX. Daisy ..... · ..... Texas
• .Tennessee M Lean Frances.. Tennessee
~~~~~Il.L~~;~\~·I~·",·. "KentuckY 'td~acha~, Madeline. 'S~~thCarolina
Buckner, Ei1zabeth Jane Tennessee Meyel's, Sonona.. Tennessee
Bll"kn". Elizabeth Owens Tennessee Milliron, Alberta ········ Kentucky
.... ..Tennessee Middleton, Sarah · ": I1llnolsCarpenter, Rachel.. . .Nebraska Mig-el Hilda . . Iowa
Cole, Evelyn... . .. Georg[a MohrbaC'her, Luclle.. Tennessee
Councll, Ruth. ..KentuckY Mary Louise. . ..... J1llnols
Crow, Lillian. . ..... Texas ~~::~Imann, Agnes.. . Tennessee
Driskell, Irene.. . . Alabama Parman, Martha..... ....Kentucky
Dunham, Imogene.... . .Alabama uley Nancy ·· Tennessee
Dunham, Irene... . .Alabama pa ett Allee .....•. · ~MlsslsslPpl
Dunlap, Margaret.. ".: .Tennessee Pic}\: II' Wlllle C.... ··· .'f.enneuee
Duval, Margaret.. Missouri powe 'Man' Terec[a.. Texall
~i~~~:~ge~~:r:nb·e·th·.·.· :':'~:.~~::::: ~f~~~:o~' E~~[~~~'.'.'.' ."~~~nt~s~~~
Gaines, Margaret. . .Tennessee ROberts EdIth....... . KentuckY
Gannaway, Janice Tennessee ~~geT8: Lottie Mae. :: Illinois
Garner, Elizabeth Logan.. ., .Florlda S once Louise · Tenness
eeGraham, WHile Belle. . .Georgia S~ Inh~ls, Pauline.... TenneSgee
GrIffin. Gladys.. . ..... Ohlo T:Ylor. Allene....... ". '.Kentucky
~~~~~~: ~:~rear~~::: ... ~:~~::::: 'raylor, J;~~~d~~I~ V.. . . . .T~~~~~::
Hadley, Kather[ne E.· .: : Tennessee Th~~~OOd, Madelynne .. :: .... Arkane8e
Haggarty, Berz:lce.... Tenneellee un]l Charleen....... Tennessee
HarrIngton, MIldred.. .: Illinoill ::I~ei, Kathryn ..... ::::::: Tennesll6e
Hainline, Helen.. . KentuckY W lIace, Helen .....• ;,; ley TennesseeHelburn, Mary.... . Texas a en Margaret Lin s Tennell866
Hendereon, Mozelle..... . Illinois Wa[dbaum, Sylvia ·· .Tenneuee~~~~eE ~l::~e~[~.n.c.~.. .. .. ~:~~::::: ~:ele'i:t~am~:e~~~:·.·.:·.·." Mlf:s~~l~~
HUbbe; Mary Neville. . : Tennessee WhlJe'li Enid , .
Johnllon, Jemmy. .•.. ..Tennessee Yall e ,
Jones, Carolyn ••..•.
Page .ev''ntv-thre.
PREPARATORY STUDENTS
JUNIOR MIDDLE CLASS
Allison, Mary Bailey Tennessee
Baird, Martha. . .Tenness<le
Brabham, May South Carolina
Brook, Ed[th. . Texas
Blakey, EugenIa Texas
Campbell, Judith Tennessee
Cornwell, El[en Ste,nley Tennessee
COYle, Elizabeth. . . Tennessee
Dean, Dorothy. . .... IllinoIs
Dodeon, Beryl. . .. Texas
Drake, Luella E IOwa
Goldner, Celia. . .. Tenneesee
Gl'ace, Marie Mlssouri
Graves, FlorrIe. . . Florida
Gray, Amelia Ruth Mlssourl
Greene, KatherIne Margaret Illinois
Hall, Mary Avcn. . .. Tennessee
Hili, Julia... . A[abama
Hlilgartner, Bertha. . .. Texas
Hinkle, Charline. . Indlana
Hodge, Margaret. Tennessee
Hollinshead, Dorinda. . Tennessee
Hopkins, Sarah. . Tennessee
Houtchene, Gladyse. . Kentucky
Howerton, Margaret. Kentucky
Jones, Virginia Kentucky
K[rkpatrlck, Mildred Tennessee
Lamar, Anne Cum'I[le. . Geol.gla
Lawrence, Ethyie.. . Tenn<lssee
McClure, Harriet. Illinois
McCuan, Estelle Frances Tennessee
McIntosh, Edith. . I1llnois
McLemore. WlllJa Tennessee
Mead, Emily Elizabeth Kansas
Moon. L'Medll.. . LoUlslana
Moseley, Eugenia Fletcher Tennessee
Murtey, Dorothy. . Nebraska
Norris, VadJs. '" .. Tennessee
Pal'kman, FauUne Illinois
Phares, Nora Beile Illinois
Phelpll. Eariene Kentucky
Rebman, Lorena Alabama
Richardson, Chl·lstlne Arkansas
Rogers, Elizabeth Tennessee
Rogers. Myra Tenneesee
ROQuemore, Katherine Alabama
ROWland, Leta May. . Tennessee
Salmon, Evelyn Tennesflee
Seale, Margaret..... . Tennessee
S<lliey, Mattie Ruth. Tennessee
Sharpe, El1zabeth Tennessee
Schleicher, Mary Agnes Tennessee
Shell, AnIta Tennessee
Smith, CatherIne Oklahoma
Spore. Mary Catherine Tennellsee
Stephenllon, Jessie Tenneesee
Swearingen, EUlah .........•..... Texae
w A R D B E L M o N
FRESHMAN CLASS
Acevedo, Amalia ..•........•.•• Panama.
Armstrong, Luelle Isabel Georgia
Bickley, Margaret. .. Alabama
BrOwn, Grace..... . 'l'exas
Brownell, Claire. . Loutete.na
Buc]" Ada Angelyn ' Missoul'!
Caruthers, Minnie Tennessee
Chealrs, DOl'a Belle Mlsslsslppl
Copeland, Jennie Hammond Alabama
DaVis. Barbara. . Tennessee
Deering, Edith. . Tennessee
Folsom, Helene Wisconsin
Gray. Frances. . Ten nessee
Goodner, Lucile Tennessee
Hamilton, Helen C Ohio
Hansen, Thelma C.. . Ohlo
Haston, Evelyn.... . Tennessee
Howard, :Margaret Elien.. . Tennessee
Hupp, Consuello. . 'rexa~
Johns, Alton Mae. . .Tennessee
Joh naton, Ruth Illlnol~
Kirkpatrick, Dorothy. . Jndtann
Lee, Julia........ . ,., .Georgia
Litter, Helen Irene Ohlo
Lurton, Sailio Evans .. WaShlngton. D. C.
Mann, Ellzabeth Tennes~ee
Matthews, VIr·glnla MIssouri
McAlllste", Lillian. , .. Tennessee
Morrison, Frances. . Alabama
OgilVie, Mabel Tennossee
Parker, Ethel Frances MIssouri
Pearce, Margaret Texas
Pope, Virginia McFel·rln Tennessee
Redding. Isabelle. . Geol'gia.
Robinson, Louh.e. . Loulslana.
Shettel Kathl·yn Illlnois
Stephens, Ingo. Marie , .Montana
SUllivan, Mal'lan. . Tennessee
Thompson, Joy ..•............ 'l'ennessee
Tlmberlalte, MJldred Tennessee
I
I
I
I
SUB-FRESHMAN CLASS
Cathcart, JosOphlne IlIlnols
Cortner, Frances Ellzabeth Tennessee
COWden, Mfldl'ed de Vern. .C['ennessee
Crowell, SUSIe Emma. . 'renneeeee
Leonard, Jean...... ., ... Tennessee
Leonard. Mal'y Ellzabeth. . .Tennessee
Luck, Susan March Tennessee
Milum, oeta B 'l'ennessee
Rice, Katherine Estes. .., .. Tennessee
Sloan, Katherlne May. '. Tennessee
PREPARATORY SPECIAL CLASS
BIssett, Hazel T.. . .Alabama
Block, Dorothy. . Arkansas
Block, MIldred, Arkansas
Brown, Allee.... . , Texas
Butler, Frances Tennessee
Caldwell, Esther May , Illlnois
Cornett, Ella... .Kentucl<;y
:~~~;~r,s~~~~~·:.·:· , ~~~IW::I~
Gilbert, Hazel M Mlchlgan
Gorr, lone. . A"kansas
Gotr, Virgeilla. . Arkansas
Graves, Florrio , Florida
Grieser, Virginia Tennessee
Juhl, Mildred , .. , Illlnols
Lambert, Elizabeth I1llnols
Lehman, Esther.. . Tennessee
LeWis, Ella , Kentucky
Lyman, Llilla. . .Illlnoi.s
Ma.r tak, Dor-a MissIssippI
McGill, Rachael , , IndIana
Metcalf, Eugenia Illlnols
McClaIn, Anna May Kansas
Nlceley, Georgene Oklahoma
Parlter, Mary Reagor Tennessee
Riddle, Virginia. . Tennessee
Rives, Ruby. . Tennessee
Roach, Helen, " Tennesse&
Ross, Caroilne Georgla
Spiller, Gloriana, Arkansas
Taylor, Eileen Ohio
Terrell, Dabney. . .. Mississippi
Wallace, Ethel. Kentucky
White, Mildred Texas
vl'llcox, Ruth Bernice NebraSlta
WlIllams. Anne , Georgla
WHder, Ruth Mississlppl
Yandell, Anne, , .. Mississippi
SPECIAL STUDENTS
Allison, LouIse. . Tennessee
Anderson, M A. B ,Tennessee
Baird, Mrs. W. B.. . .Tennessee
Bauman, Ophle Louise Tennessee
Bawsell, Mildred...... . Tennessee
Bayer, Elizabeth..... . .Tennessee
BeaCh, Mrs. JarvIs.,.. . Tennessee
Bernstein, Clarence , Tennessee
BernsteIn, Phillip. . Tennessee
BevIngton, Agnes. . Tennessee
Bledsoe, Frances. . Tennessee
Blackman, Mary Book Tennessee
Boyer, Emmeline.. .Tennessee
Bromberg, Estelle.. . ... Texas
Brown, Jenlta. . ..... Tennessee
Bruce, Odessa...... '" Tennessee
Buchanan, Martha Lynn. .Tennessee
Bumpus, Ruth........ . .Tennessee
Burke, Mrs. Martha... . .. Tennessee
Carlen, Mrs. A. F..... .. Tennessee
Chester, Elizabeth.... " . Tennessee
Chapman, Ruth...... . .... Tennessee
Childers, Ada....... . . Tennessee
Childers, Emma. . Tennessee
Clement, El1zabeth Tennessee
Cohen, Hazel Tennessee
Cooke, Mabel Tennessee
Coke, Amanda Kentucky
Coke, Jennie.. .Kentucky
Cortner, Frances Tennessee
Cornwell, Emma ,. . . Tennessee
Cram, Donald " Tennessee
Cram, Margaret , Tennessee
Cram, Winston Tennessee
Crain, :Mary Louise. . . Tennessee
Dietrick, Alme. . ,Kentucky
Dlckillson, Helen Tennessee
Dickinson, Martha. '" .Tennessee
Drane, Wesley ' Tennessee
Downs, WlJ)le Mae.. . Tennessee
Dunn, Dorothy Isobel IlIlnols
ErWin, Mrs. N. G .Tennessee
Evans, Mildred. . .Tennessee
Fain, Ruth.. . Tennessee
Fentress, AllIne..... .Tennes~ee
Fletcher, Thomas..... . Tennessee
Frank, Helen....... . Tennessee
Franklin, Rebecca... . 'l'ennessee
Gebhart, Elizabeth Tennessee
Gebhart, Jack... . .. Tennessee
Page seventy-fout'
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Geney, Christine :::: ~:~~:::::
Gibson, Mary 'Ra nkf n Tennessee
Gipson, Irene.... . Tennessee
Gillespie, Mamie. . .,. Tennessee
GraY, Emella.... .. Tennessee
Gray, Marceline. . ... 'renneesee
Gross, John. .., .. Tennessee
Hahn, Constance... .Tennessee
Haley, Marjorie ... ~..
Hardison, Ernest K.. : : :~:~~:::::
~:~~~~e:M::.a~rOWn·I~· L. . ... Tennessee
Haury, W. S.. . .. : :~:~~:::::
Hill, Ellzabeth.. . Tennessee
Hill, Frances. . Tennessee
Hitchcock. Sara. . : :. Tennessee
Hodges, Charlotte. . Tennessee
Hooper, Estelle.... . , Tennessee
~~~~~~,s, L~;lssl~~: : : : : : Tennessee
Hubbs, Mayme Bess. ::::: :~:~~:::::
Hunt, Helen. . Tennessee
Ingram, Harriet..... . ..... Tennessee
Kadel, Ruby. . .. Tennessee
Kendall, John 'Tennessee
King, Mary Ethel 't'ennessee~~~~~~:~d,K;::ee~~n;1:aI. . .. Tennessee
Levy, Hazel........ . ... :~:~~:~~::
LevY, Leah Belle... . .. Tennessee
Lewla, Hoy ,.. . Tennessee
Lovenniat. Margaret. . Tennessee
McMurray, Mrs. C. S.. . Tennessee
MeGugln, LuCY Anne Tennessee
McNatt, DaIsy. . .. Tennessee
MeQulddy, Sue.. , .Tennessee
Maury, Mary Wheeler... ..Tennessee
Mendelsohn, Louise.... Tennessee
Mendelsohn, Pauline. . .. Tennessee
Moss, Ruth. . ..... Tennessee
Moulder, Janet. . Tennessee
Mulloy, Alton. . .... Tennessee
Omohundro, Mary... . Tennessee
Parl,er, Fitzgerald. Tennessee
Partington, Ruth. .., ... :: : Tennessee
Perkins, Martha... ,Tennessetl
Pittman, Louise. Tennessee
Pittman, Margaret, .. Tennessee
Ransom, Ellene.
B E o NL M
RECAPITULATION
S,TUDENTS BY STATES
29 Montana
2 Nebrasl'a
33 New Jersey
2 New York
2 New Ml'<xlco
8 OhIo
17 Oklahoma. ...
75 Pennsylvania
25 South Carollna
14 South Dakota
6 Tennessee ... ,.·· .
SS Texas
31 ~~~~~~agto;';,' 'D~.c'.
; West Virginia .
1 Wisconsin. . , ....•.
30 Panama ..... ·,·
33 students from thlrtY-fo~: 613
B08~~~~gand Panama··.····
Alabama
Arizona
Arl~ansas
California
COlorado
Florida.... . . .....•....
Georgia .. , .... , .. -..•.
Ililnois .
Indiana .
Iown , •...•.
Kansas .....•... , ..
Kentucky
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
MIssouri
Reed, Mary n.. .. :~:~~:::::
Reeves, Alberta. .., .. Tennessee
Riddle, Ellolse....... ,. Tennessee
Rowland, t.eoe May.. .Tennessee
Ryman, Paul...... . 'renneeeee
Ryman, Mrs. PaUl. . Tennessee
Sanson, Morgan. . , Tennessee
Schwartz, Leo .. .rr.. .Tennessee
SeifrIed, Elizabeth W.. . .. Tennessee
Sewell, Martha. . . 'renneesee
Shannon, Frances... . Tennessee
Sitinner. Eula Mae.. "Tennessee
Simpson. LouIse, . . .... Tennessee
Simon, Maron.. . .. Tennessee
Slater, Helen. . .trenneseee
Smith, Agnes. . .trenneseee
Smith, Emma. ..Tennessee
Smith, Josephine. . .... Tennessee
Smith. Mildred. . .. Tennessee
Spears, Frances. . .... Tennessee
Spears, Mary.. .. Tennessee
Stein, Joseph. . ..... Tennessee
Stokes, Ad rf erme,. • ••Tennessee
Sullivan, Annie.. . .... Tennessee
Sudekum, Sara, •... 'r'enneeeee
seas. Dollie .. ··.··.. . ... Tennessee
Tanksley. Elizabeth. . .. Tennessee
Terry, Mary Elizabeth ..... .trennessee
Thuss, Clemence ... ····· .Tennessee
Thuss, Ellzabeth.. T nessee
Tinsley, F'ra.ncea,. . ... 'l~e~tuckY
Tyler, Mary..... ". :Tennessee
Wade, Dorothy. . .. Tennessee
Waggoner, Aleda. Tennessee
Wall, Mrs. C. F.. . .. Tennessee
Webb. Benton....... . ... Tennessee
Weinstein, Bernard. .. Tennessee
White, VIrginia. Tennessee
WIggs, Mary ··· , .. Mississippi
WIlkes, Vilma ,· . " TenneSgee
WIlliams, Anita.. . ... Tennessee
Wllllams, Bessie... . ,Tennessee
Wilson, M:,·s. J~hn. .... .trenneeeee
Wllson, Mrs. Rlchard.. Tennessee
Wood, Virginia....... .: :Tennessee
Woods, Louise.. , ... Tennessee
Woods, Paul.. . .Tennessee
Young, Evelyn ..
,,,,,
11
'",,
3",,0<
3,
11•,
AllIson, Mary Bailey Tennessee
BaIrd, Martha 'tennessee
Brook. Edith. . Texas
Campbell, Judith Hunt. Tennessee
Furl'h, BernIce. . Texas
Grace, Marie. . .. Mlssourl
Gray, Amelia Ruth. . .MissourI
Hail, :MarJ' Avon . . ,Tennessee
Hamilton, Ann Texas
Harry, Emma .. MlssisslpPI
Holman, Luelle. .Tennessee
Hopk'lns, Sa.r'ah . . .. 'i'enneeeee
Houtchens, Mary Gladys ..... KentUCKy
McClure, HarrIet.. . .1I11nols
McLemore. WIllla. . Tennessee
Montgomery, VIrgInia New Jersey
w A R D
GRADUATES AND CERTIFICATE PUPILS 1919
B E L M o N T
GRADUATES IN THE CLASSICAL COURSE
Davenport, Franees Epps LOulslana Lauter, Elfreda.
Douglass, Helen MirIam Mlnnesota
GRADUATES IN THE GENERAL COURSE
GRADUATES IN EXPRESSION
Bafcer-, Roxy Lee. . Indlana
Bell, Llilian Alice West Virginia
Bertram. Ola Farley JI.1ISS0UI'1
Blackbul"I), HarrIet PoInts Indlana
BIlss, Mal'y Louise. . Inlllana
BOCII'. Florence Misslsslppl
Buchanan, Ma,·y Olga. . .. Arl'ansas
Chenault, Sue .Kentucjcv
Clower. Willie L Texas
Cloyd. Mildred Jeannette IlIlnOls
Compton. Catherine Weller .. i\f1ss1ssippl
Compton, Mary Elizabeth Texas
CraWford, AnnIe BMh Alabama
Dr'lggers, Jetty Ann.... . .. Oklahoma
George. Lou<llla MarIce. .Oklahoma
Gr'Ry, Cardella.... . Mlaaour-I
Gibbs, CeCile Texas
Hanlon, Ma.ry Edith lIllnols
Heidelberg, Bessie Lawrence. i\fisslsslppl
Hlbnel·, Mary Ellis Pennsytvan!a
Hodge, LOis Eugenla. LoulsIan a
Rolland. Mabel Donna Texas
HUI'St, Lucy Genevieve Texas
Jones, Jlrnmi<l T Al'lmnsas
I{ell, SIbyl Francis 'r'exes
K.erns. Irene N Kansas
I Compton, Jl,Iary Elizabeth. . .. TexasFIsher, MInnIe June IllinolsGrf d er-, Gladys , ArIzonaHeidelberg, Besste L MIssIssIpPIHughs, Harriet Addl<l. . TexasLucas, LouIse Henr·letta Texas
....... Indlana
Kerns. Pauline. . Kansas
Klllebr<lw, Hel<ln Elizabeth Tennessee
LaFollette, Mary Catherine .. Tennessee
Lampton. Adine 'r erren Mlssls.slppl
Lucas. Frances H<llen Texas
Lucas, Lo ulae H<lnrletta Texas
i\'[arks, Louise N.. . Texas
McComb, Georg<l Holloway Kentucky
Meeds, Charlotte MarIe Mlsslssillpi
Moore, Dorothy Evelyn...... . .. Texas
Page, Ruby. . Georgla
Parker. Jewel. . Texas
Rapp, Helen Loulae . . Indlana.
Ray, May Rosa. . T<lxas
Rosenbaum. Clairee H Misslsslppl
Scott, Lucille Marjol·le .. West VirgInIa
SIdebottom, IIrarie. . ..... Tennessee
Sledge, Catllerne Valliant. .. Misslsslppi
Swlll<lY. Mlldred Luelle. . ..... Texas
Stra.han, Frances A.. . .rowe.
rone, Margaret. . . Texas
Vicars, LIla. .. VIrginIa
Williams, Sophia. . ..... Louslana
Webb, r.uue Vaughan. ..'Ienness<le
Wlmberl)', Lucy L<le. . Alabama
Woods, Elizabeth Llale Kentucky
i\1<l<lOS,Charlotte lIlarie MissIssippi
Mon t g'omet-y, Frank Alex MissIssippi
Overman, Ellzabeth. . Nebraska
Rapp, Helen Louise Indiana
Sprlng<lr, Charlotte Latham IlIlnola
Hlbb<ltt, Mary Neal Tennc.ssee
HutchInson, Helen Marian Loulslana
Lovfn, Frances Halsey Arizona
GRADUATES IN HOME ECONOMICS
Suetholz, Hilda.... . Kentucky
Tone, Margaret. , Texas
Woods, Ellzab<lth Lisle, Kentucky
GrIffin, Jamie. . .Tennessee
MorrIson, Margaret. GeorgIa
Shaw, Hazel. MichIgan
GRADUATES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Shaw, Leta.,....... .MIchIgan
Tltus~ Mary Ell<ll:'-. . .... W<lst VIrginIa
CERTIFICA'IE PUPIL IN COLLEGE PREPARATORY COURSE
Greene, KatherIne Marga.ret .. ,. Ililnois
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN HIGH SCHOOL COURSE
l\[oseley. EugenIa Fletcher Tennessee
Parkman, Paullne Illlnois
Phares, Nor·a Belle. . Illlnois
Norris, Vadis 'l'ennessea
R<lbman, Lorena Alabama
ROWland, Leta May. . .. '!:<lnnessee
Selley, l\[attle Ruth Tennessee
Sehl<lleh<lr, Mary Agnes 'Pen neasea
Sharp<l, Ellzab<lth Tennessee
Spore, Mary CatherIne Tennessee
Stealey. CarItne West VirgInia
SwearIngen. Eulah Sarah Texas
Van Arsdell, Btc ndelle IllInois
Warr<ln, Luelle .. _ Texas
WhIte, Margaret. . 'r'exus
-'
(
w A R D B E L M o N T
CERTIFICATE PUPaL
Merrlfl.eld, Mary Lllllan.
IN ORGAN
.. , .. Arkansas
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN PIANO
Merrlfl<lld, Mary LIlUan :~~~~~:::
PIttman, Margaret MIsslssippl
Sl<ldge, Catherine Vaillant 'I enneesee
Sparks, Wlllie May ..
CERTIFICATE PuPIL IN VOICE
Sledge, Catherlne vouo«.. ,MIssissIppi
CERTIFICA'IE PUPIL IN ART
.
Marks, Loutse N.. .. Texas
CERTIFICATE PUPILS IN EXpRESSION
Cto'yd , Mildred Jeanette. . Illinois ~11~:~~tt:r:~~Y·iI"a:r·I~·.·.....
Furrh, Bernice . ,.~~~~~, Smith, Agnes Frances.
Henry, 'ver-na Irene. Oklahoma Tucker, A. Mae ..
NorrIs, Inez. '.. Alabama
Reeder, Bess.
.. Tennessee
.. TenneSSee
...... Texas
.... , Tel<a.
PUPIL IN DOMESTIC SCIENCECERTIFICATE
Ha.nlon, Mary Edith .. .. nUnol.
I,
I
I
.1
